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Absolute v i s c o s i t y measurements under e q u i l i -
brium f low conditions have been obtained f o r t h ixo t rop ic 
suspensions of t i t an ium dioxide pigments i n l inseed stand 
o i l s * These cover a range of shear rates and the 
e f f ec t s o f changes i n concentration and temperature 
have been noted. Zt i s shown that over the complete 
range there are two components o f the shearing s t ress , 
one which i s independent of temperature and another 
propor t iona l to the v i s c o s i t y o f the medium as t h i s 
changes w i t h temperature* She temperature independent 
term i s i n the form o f a f r i o t l o n a l resistance which 
r i ses t o a l i m i t i n g value as the rate of shear 
i no r eases; the other may be regarded as a hydro dynamic 
v i s c o s i t y term which decreases to a l i m i t i n g value w i t h 
increasing shear. She theo re t i ca l s ign i f icance o f 
the v a r i a t i o n i n these components w i t h concentration i s 
b r i e f l y considered. 
Thixotropio r e l axa t ion has been found to 
occur i n a very complicated way but some approximate 
measurements on time-dependent v i s c o s i t i e s have been 
made. These indicate how the magnitude and speed o f 
t h i x o t r o p l o change depend upon the equ i l ib r ium rate of 
shear and on concentrat ion. 
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C E A P T B H 1 
DJTRODUGTIQH 
1.1 D e f i n i t i o n s 
The resistance to f low of most simple f l u i d s i s 
found to agree w i t h the law suggested by lev?ton, 
f =78. 1 
where ' f denotes the shear stress required to maintain a 
v e l o c i t y gradient (or rate o f shear s t r a i n ) ' g 1 and where 
'7; 1 I S the v i s c o s i t y c o e f f i c i e n t of the f l u i d . Where t h i s 
law holds t rue to w i t h i n the l i m i t s o f experimental accuracy 
a mater ia l i s said to show "NormaL f low" propert ies and i s 
sometimes ca l led a "Hewtonian" m a t e r i a l . 
Anomalous f low indicates any deviat ion from t h i s 
"Newtonian" cond i t ion . I n many oases i t i s s t i l l found that 
one given shear stress produces a unique ve loo i ty gradient 
though the two parameters are no longer propor t ional as they 
were f o r a normal f l u i d . The viscous propert ies o f these 
anomalous f l u i d s cannot be described by a single v i s c o s i t y 
e o e f f i c l e n t since t h i s varies w i t h the rate o f shear, but i t 
i s convenient to represent them by a f low f u n c t i o n o f the form 
F ( f , g) - 0 . 8 
The graph o f t h i s f u n c t i o n i s ca l led the consistency curve. 
Some Liquids ( f o r example a number of o o l l o i d a l 
systems and suspensions) show flow propert ies tha t depend 
on t h e i r previous f l o w - h i s t o r y . I n p i c t o r i a l terms, when 
nor Iced r ap id ly they are f r e e f lowing or t h i n ; i f the rate 
o f working i s decreased they gradually th icken . Conversely, 
I f such a mater ia l i s ran s teadi ly at a low shear stress i t 
appears r e l a t i v e l y t h i c k ; i f the shear stress i s then 
increased to a new value, whioh i s maintained eonstant, the 
v e l o c i t y gradient increases towards an equ i l ib r ium value as 
the mater ia l t h i n s . Liquids of t h i s type are termed t h i x o -
t rop i c and i t i s c lear tha t instantaneously th ixo t rop ie 
systems, where the r e l axa t ion processes are too rapid to be 
observed, correspond to the class of anomalous f l u i d s des-
cribed i n the l a s t paragraph. The equ i l ib r ium f low proper-
t i e s of an o r d i n a r i l y t h ixo t rop l c mater ia l ean be completely 
described by a consistency ourve, but any adequate represent-
a t i o n of the time-dependent phenomena requires a f a m i l y of 
r e l axa t ion curves each of which w i l l depend upon the i n i t i a l 
s tate of the system and the change imposed upon i t . 
A glossary i s given of terms i n th i s thesis which 
might otherwise be ambiguous but one more deserves special 
mention here. "False-body" has various shades of meaning 
i n the l i t e r a t u r e but i t i s here taken to lndioate s o l i d 
( i . e . "bodied") propert ies a t low imposed shear stresses. 
I f a gradually increasing shear stress I s imposed upon a 
false-bodied mater ia l i t w i l l f i r s t deform as a s o l i d and 
then, when the shear stress passes a value defined as the 
"Yie ld p o i n t " , s t a r t to f low as a l i q u i d . 
Three types o f f l u i d have now been introduced. 
Thixotropie systems show f low propert ies tha t vary w i t h 
t ime; instantaneously th ixo t rop io systems form the p a r t i c -
u la r case where changes i n viscous resistance are ins tan t -
aneous; and normal f l u i d s are those f o r which there i s the 
f u r t h e r condi t ion that the r a t i o of shear stress to v e l o c i t y 
gradient i s a constant. 
1.2 Aim o f research 
A study of the f low propert ies of t h ixo t rop io 
materials required measurements o f equ i l ib r ium values f o r 
a consistency curve and the determination o f instantaneous 
viscous propert ies during r e l axa t i on . The work o f 
Thornton (1953) and Thornton and Bae (1953) had suggested 
a method by which t h i s might be done and the primary object 
of th i s research was to t e s t the use of t h i s method on any 
sui table ma te r i a l . I t was hoped that t h i s might give some 
experimental data to st imulate a physical theory of t h i x o -
tropy and i t was thought possible that accurate measurements 
on th ixotropy might give some in format ion about the foroes 
between small p a r t i c l e s i n suspension. There was c lear 
scope f o r the technica l app l i ca t ion o f a be t te r understanding 
of th ixotropy since t h i s property i s shown by materials 
ranging from paints to protoplasm. 
The task o f s e t t i ng up sui table apparatus f o r 
t h i s work was eased by taking over that previously used by 
Thornton and Rae (1953) f o r the study of instantaneously 
th ixo t rop io materials and adapting i t to the present 
purpose. But the d i f f i c u l t y of f i n d i n g o r preparing 
su i table t h ixo t rop i c specimens was aoute since many condi-
t ions had to be f u l f i l l e d . The mater ia l had to have a 
v i s c o s i t y range which was sui ted to the viscometer, i t had 
to have r e l axa t ion e f f ec t s of eas i ly measurable magnitude 
and durat ion and there had to be no i r r e v e r s i b l e change i n 
the flow propert ies during the experiment due to such 
fac to r s as evaporation, sedimentation or chemical e f f e c t s 
w i t h i n the ma te r i a l . 
Before describing the extent to which these 
d i f f i c u l t i e s were overcome a b r i e f survey of some e a r l i e r 
work on anomalous v i s c o s i t y i s given so that the present 
research may be seen i n an appropriate context . 
1.3 H i s t o r l e a l note 
The development i n an understanding o f anomalous 
f low propert ies oan be conveniently divided i n to f o u r periods, 
though i n pract ice these overlap considerably. I n the f i r s t 
period anomalous flow was encountered da i ly i n the work of 
craftsmen i n diverse indus t r i e s ; paints and s l u r r i e s , dairy 
products and sauces had to be prepared i n the r i g h t "consis t-
ency" f o r t h e i r intended use. But t he i r preparation depended 
on the s k i l l o f the i n d i v i d u a l without r equ i r ing the measure-
ment of v i s c o s i t y so that although i t was recognized that 
t h e i r behaviour was complicated the nature o f t h e i r anomalous 
f low was not appreciated. 
The second phase was i n i t i a t e d by experimental 
observation, f o r techniques of measurement appropriate to 
ordinary simple f l u i d s gave inconsistent r e su l t s w i t h these 
more complex mater ia ls . The v i s c o s i t y c o e f f i c i e n t a t t r i -
buted to a specimen was found to depend on the type and 
size o f viscometer used and i n the 1920's a number o f 
papers appeared dealing w i t h observed anomalies i n f l o w . 
Some of the best s c i e n t i f i c work centred on the v i s u a l 
observation o f the f low process such as the observation 
of "p lug-f low" along a tube by Bingham (1988) which 
suggested that the specimen behaved as a s o l i d or very 
viscous l i q u i d i n the cent ra l region of the tube where the 
shear stress was low. Freundlich (1926) showed that f o r 
some materials the flow propert ies depended on the previous 
f low h i s to ry by measuring the "se t t ing time" of specimens 
a f t e r shaking them v i o l e n t l y i n a t e s t - tube . The time 
necessary f o r the se t t ing to occur depended on the concen-
t r a t i o n o f the consti tuents (as w e l l as on the diameter 
o f the tube and many other fac to rs ) and gave a measure of 
" th ixo t ropy" . A ninety page index of rheo log l e a l papers 
published before 1931 i s given by Bingham (1931) and many 
of these show c lea r ly the i n i t i a l gropings and bewilderment 
of the new scienee o f rheology. 
• 
Phase three could be described as tha t i n which 
f low anomalies were not only observed and-compared q u a l i -
t a t i v e l y wi th Newtonian behaviour but also measured w i t h 
reasonable accuracy. To achieve t h i s i t has been necessary 
to define parameters and design experiments f o r t h e i r 
measurement which s h a l l give resu l t s dependent only on 
the mater ia l tested and not on the type o f apparatus used. 
Progress was delayed by repeated attempts to i n t e rp re t 
resu l t s from conventional viscometers, where the readings 
were averaged over a wide and o f t e n unknown range of shear 
i 
t 7,. 
stresses and v e l o c i t y gradients, i n terms of an assumed 
equation o f f l o w . I n e f f e c t the form o f the f low f u n c t i o n 
was assumed and the values o f the c o e f f i c i e n t s then c a l c u l -
ated, the method being open to the ob jec t ion that the f low 
f u n c t i o n was not known w i t h any c e r t a i n t y . Soo t t -Bla i r 
(1954) contrasts t h i s approaoh, which he terms A n a l y t i c a l , 
w i t h an In tegra t ive approach to the problem. I n t h i s the 
aim was to determine the shape of the f low f u n c t i o n d i r e c t l y 
from experimental r e s u l t s , necessi tat ing a more r e f ined type 
o f experimentation than the a n a l y t i c a l approaoh required . 
I n f a c t t h i s more ca r e fu l experimentation s t i l l 
gives l i t t l e in format ion about the s u i t a b i l i t y o f a substance 
f o r i n d u s t r i a l use. I t i s o f value to the phys ic i s t who 
searches f o r "causes" by i s o l a t i n g s p e c i f i c propert ies and 
measuring them, but the usefulness of a given mater ia l i n a 
manufacturing process depends upon how a l l these i n d i v i d u a l 
propert ies are combined. The requirements of industry are 
best considered as a "Sestalten" of a l l the physical 
propert ies concerned. 
I t seems tha t at present i n d u s t r i a l rheology and 
a rigorous s c i e n t i f i c inqu i ry may best par t company; the 
f i r s t w i l l be concerned w i t h the use of a substance f o r a 
8. 
p a r t i c u l a r purpose, the second w i t h the measurement of 
viscous and e l a s t i o propert ies independently o f the apparatus 
used. This i s the approach fo l lowed by Babinowitsoh (1929) 
and Mooney (1931) and developed i n d i f f e r e n t ways by Schof ie ld 
and Spott B l a i r (1930), Clark and Deutsch (1950), Kreiger 
and Karon (1958) and others . I t was used w i t h proved 
suooess when Thornton and Rae (1953) showed that the same 
consistency curves f o r instantaneously th ixo t rop io materials 
oould be obtained by applying a sui table mathematical and 
experimental method to two t o t a l l y d i f f e r e n t types of 
viscometer. I n t h i s thesis the extension o f that work to 
the more complex and more general ease o f ordinary t ime-
dependent t h ixo t rop i c materials i s g iven. 
The f o u r t h period i n the growth of t h i s branch 
o f science has hardly s tar ted bat i t s charac te r i s t ic i s a 
progress f rom the descr ip t ion and measurement o f th ixo t rop io 
propert ies to t h e i r explanation i n terms of the consti tuents 
o f a t h ixo t rop io system. This t heo re t i ca l work i s d i f f i c u l t , 
p a r t l y because our understanding o f v i s c o s i t y i n ordinary 
l i q u i d s ( e .g . Andrade, 1934) does not approach i n o l a r i t y 
our understanding o f the v i s c o s i t y o f gases on the Kine t i c 
theory. Gk>odeve (1939) has suggested a theory to account 
f o r the d i f fe rence between th ixo t rop i c suspensions and pare 
l i q u i d s i n terms of a t t rac t ions between pa r t i c l e s and a 
general account of the recent p o s i t i o n i n experiment and 
theory i s given by Rosooe (1953). 
This short h i s to ry of rheology i s obviously not 
complete and inev i t ab ly f a i l s to give due o red i t to several 
workers i n the f i e l d . But the study of t h e i r papers has 
helped i n the progress of t h i s present research, providing 
warning to heed and example to f o l l o w , and i t i s r i g h t 
that mention should be made o f them f o r pioneering the 
way. Because o f t h e i r inves t iga t ions we s tar ted w i t h 
some q u a l i t a t i v e idea of th ixot ropy and t h i s suggested 
experiments sui ted to i t B closer examination. I n t h i s 
thesis a t h e o r e t i o a l sect ion introducing these experiments 
precedes the record of observations made* 
1 0 . 
C H A P T E R 8. 
THE THEORY OJ MEASUREMENT. 
2.L The quant i t i es to be measured 
We define th ixot ropy as a revers ible change o f 
v i s c o s i t y due to shear, invo lv ing r e l axa t ion times of b u i l d -
up and breakdown. Beoause of th is re laxa t ion the state of 
a t h ixo t rop i c f l u i d at any ins tant depends on i t s previous 
treatment or "pre-his tory"• To define the conditions of 
f low t h i s prehis tory must be determined. 
I t i s convenient to consider an element of f l u i d 
across which a constant shear stress i s maintained. Thixo-
tropy w i l l show i n a re laxa t ion of the v e l o c i t y gradient 
u n t i l , a f t e r a s u f f i c i e n t l y long t ime, the element approxi-
mates c losely to equ i l i b r ium. This equ i l ib r ium state might 
depend on whether the f l u i d has thickened or thinned during 
the re laxa t ion but i n the materials tested the same v e l o c i t y 
gradient was reached at equ i l ib r ium f o r a given shear stress 
whatever the prehis tory had been. At equ i l ib r ium a l l 
e f f e c t s of prehis tory have been removed and the state o f the 
f l u i d i s defined by the shear stress ac t ing or by the e q u i l i -
brium ve loo i ty gradient . These equ i l i b r ium values can be 
11. 
measured and p l o t t e d as an "equilibrium consistency curve" 
i n the same way as a consistency carve f o r an instantaneously 
thixotropie f l u i d . 
To study the relaxation process the system i s ran 
to equilibrium at a shear stress ' f , ' so that t h i s value 
' f , 1 defines the prehistory of the specimen. The shear 
stress Is' then changed to a new constant value ' f x 1 and the 
v e l o c i t y gradient 'g' i s found to ohange instantaneously and 
then to continue changing with time u n t i l an equilibrium 
value i s again reached. I f time i s denoted by * t ' the flow 
function f o r the element may be w r i t t e n as 
F ( f i , fz., g, t ) = 0, 3 
which may be oompared w i t h equation 8. For given values 
of ' f a n d ' f ^ 1 the relaxation curve ( g, t ) indioates 
the thixotropio properties of the material. 
The t h i x o t r o p i c properties of an element of f l u i d 
might also be defined and measured i n terms of a relaxation 
of shear stress at constant v e l o c i t y gradient. I t can be 
shown that t h i s oan best be done i n a p a r a l l e l disc visco-
meter and that i n a concentric cylinder viscometer, where 
the shear stress but not the v e l o c i t y gradient can be 
calculated at each p o i n t , the analysis of the r e s u l t s gives 
12* 
the relaxation of v e l o c i t y gradient at constant shear 
stress. These two d e f i n i t i o n s of t h i x o t r o p i c relaxation 
may he compared to the two speci f i c heats of a gas and, 
as w i t h a gas, there are an i n f i n i t e number of intermediate 
conditions* 
a. 2 fheory 
I n any viscometer the f l u i d i s subjected to a 
range of values of shear stress and the v e l o c i t y gradient 
consequently varies from one part of the sample to another. 
I f the f l u i d i s Newtonian, or more generally i f the 
functi o n a l r e l a tionship between the shear stress and 
v e l o c i t y gradient i s known, i t i s possible to calculate 
the v i s c o s i t y or consistency carve d i r e c t l y from experimental 
r e s u l t s . But measurements nade on the system as a whole 
do not y i e l d d i r e c t l y the flow properties of an anomalous 
f l u i d f o r whioh the flow function i s not known. 
Thornton (1953), f o l l o w i n g Babinowitseh (1989) 
and Mo one y (1931), gave a theory f o r the measurement of 
anomalous v i s c o s i t y . Thornton and Rae (1953) applied 
t h i s theory to derive the consistency curves f o r i n s t a n t -
aneously thixotropio f l u i d s i n both eoncentrie oylinder 
13. 
and Poi s e u i l l e tube viscometers, the olose agreement between 
the results confirming that t h i s method of measurement gives 
values independent of the apparatus used. 
I n order to extend t h i s theory of measurement to 
the f u l l range of t h i x o t r o p i c f l u i d s i t i s useful to derive 
the theory diagrammatioally. This presentation has the 
f u r t h e r advantage that i t shows d i r e c t l y the physical 
significance of the mathematics involved, The theory i s 
given f i r s t f o r an instantaneously thixo t r o p i c f l u i d i n a 
eoncentric oylinder viscometer. 
Let the couple acting be 'C*, the angular v e l o c i t y 
of the outer oylinder 'W, the r a d i i of the inner and outer 
oylinders 'a1 and 'b* and the depth of immersion of the 
inner cylinder 'h'. ' f and 'g' denote the shear stress 
and v e l o c i t y gradient i n an element of the f l u i d . 
The shear stress acting over a oylinder of f l u i d 
at a radius ' r' must give the couple 'C , hence, ignoring 
end e f f e c t s , 
f * 0 . 4 Suh.r* 
She difference i n angular v e l o c i t y across the 
element of f l u i d between radius * r' and 'r*dr' i s given by 
FmURes 1-3 
2 
7a 
4 
COUPLE C 
lb 
COUPLE 
<0£ 
14. 
dw = g.dr 
r 
and the resulting cylinder speed mast be 
rW rr*b 
dw - g*dr • 
With equation 4 th i s gives 
r=a 
(g/3f).df . 7 
The relationship between ' f and 'g1 i s not known 
but suppose i t i s of the form sketched i n Figure 1. From 
t h i s a curve of (g/2f) against ' f can be drawn, as i n 
Figure 2. The area under t h i s curve between the l i m i t s 
of ' f a ' and ' f t ' gives 'W1 from equation 7. 
I f the instrument i s run at a changed couple 
'C+dC* instead of 'C1 the change i n the cylinder speed, 
dW, i s given by the change i n area under the curve i n 
Figure 2. The shape of t h i s curve i s determined only 
by the properties of the sample and i s independent of 
the apparatus so that the change i n area under the curve 
i n due only to an a l t e r a t i o n i n posi t i o n of the l i m i t s , 
i ? 
? 16 
valued and continuous. 
I t i s quite simple to extend t h i s approach to a 
thixo t r o p i c f l u i d * I t was shown i n Section 8*1 (Equation 3) 
that the relaxation of ve l o c i t y gradient with time depends 
on the I n i t i a l equilibrium shear stress 1 f i 1 and the shear 
at which r e l a x a t i o n ocours ' f * ' . This corresponds to running 
the system as a whole to equilibrium at a couple ' d ' , 
changing t h i s to ' C^ .1 and observing the r e l a t i o n of cylinder 
speed w i t h the time ' t 1 . 
I n order to caloulate 'g' at d i f f e r e n t times we 
consider the curve i n figures 8 and 3 as (g/8f , f ) t . I f 
i n a second experiment the i n i t i a l couple i s Cf instead of 
C| , and the f i n a l oouple i s C£_ instead o f Gi, the change i n 
area under the curve w i l l give the instantaneous values of 
'g* provided the shape of the curve i s unchanged. This 
condition i s f u l f i l l e d i f the element of f l u i d which s t a r t s 
from equilibrium at 'F,1 i n eit h e r the f i r s t or second 
experiment also relaxes at the same value, ' I V . i n both of 
them. That i s , the history of each element must be the 
same i n the two experiments* 
Then i n the f i r s t experiment: 
F, _ 0, , F t s fc. . (4) Snh.r*- Snh.r* 
I n the second experiment the element i n i t i a l l y at 'F| * w i l l 
be at a d i f f e r e n t radios i n the viscometer cap, l e t t h i s be 
• r " . Then: 
F, s 0\ , F ^ 01 . (4) 
I t follows that the condition f o r the instantaneous (g/2f , f )( 
ourve to be the -same i n the two experiments i s that: 
<aj ^ = & = 18 C' Qp F, 
I f t h i s condition i s s a t i s f i e d the observed cylinder 
speed a f t e r relaxing f o r a time ' t * i n several experiments 
can be p l o t t e d as a (C, W)t curve and the instantaneous 
values of 'g' calculated from equation 10. 
8.3 Operating routine 
To combine measurement of the equilibrium consist-
ency curve w i t h an estimate of the relaxation of v e l o c i t y 
gradient with time a t constant shear stress several experiments 
are performed. I n each the system i s f i r s t brought to 
equilibrium under one couple and then i s allowed to relax 
under another couple which bears a constant r a t i o to the 
f i r s t . 
Experiment: 
The system i s run to equilibrium at an i n i t i a l oouple Ci• 
This i s changed to Gz and the speed of the outer cylinder, 
W, measured as i t relaxes. 
The experiment i s repeated f o r several values of C; and 
C*., the r a t i o of CaVC being fcept constant. 
Calculation: 
f o r equilibrium and f o r chosen Intervals of time a f t e r 
changing from C, to d curves of W are plo t t e d against 
CZt that i s (C, W)t* 
The tangents to these give (dw/dC)i<,t and hence (g^- g^, t\f 
These are corrected to give (go,, t } ^ K 
Results: 
The equilibrium values of g at d i f f e r e n t values of f 
give the equilibrium consistency curve and the family 
of (g, t ) curves f o r d i f f e r e n t values of f and £ 
indicate the relaxation properties. 
Assumptions: 
That the ( f , g) t Acurves are single valued and oontinous; 
that ' f and *g* represent the flow properties of the 
system studied and are not a s l i p e f f e c t depending on 
the roughening of the surface of the inner oylinder 
and that appropriate oorreotions can be made f o r the 
"end e f f e c t " and the presence of a velo o i t y gradient 
' g i r * at the outer cylinder. 
2.4 Presentation of results 
The operating routine j u s t outlined gives values 
f o r the equilibrium oonsistency curve and f o r a series of 
relaxation carves at d i f f e r e n t values of shear stress ' f 
and one value of the r a t i o This r a t i o i s an a r b i -
t r a r i l y ohosen oonstant and f o r the purpose of comparison 
i t may be given d i f f e r e n t values i n d i f f e r e n t experiments. 
During relaxation the v e l o o i t y gradient at any 
moment i s determined by the shear stress acting and by the 
vlsoous state of the f l u i d . This viscous state w i l l depend 
on the shear stress ' f , the i n i t i a l shear stress 'f/E' 
and the time ' t ' sinee changing from one to the other. 
Consider a seoond experiment i n which relaxation occurs 
at the same shear stress ' f bat where I s smaller and 
the I n i t i a l stress accordingly greater. After some time 
the v e l o o i t y gradient mast reach some value that i t had i n 
the f i r s t experiment and since the shear stress i s the same 
the viscous state of the f l u i d must also be the same. The 
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A-B Relaxation ourve when shear changes from F to f 
C-B Relaxation ourve when shear changes from P to f 
D-B Curves expected to ooinoide 
two pre-histories d i f f e r but, since they lead to the same 
value of * f and 1 g' at a given instant they might be 
thought to be equivalent to each other. The subsequent 
relaxation of the ve l o o i t y gradient depends only on i t s 
viscous state at an instant and on the shear stress aoting, 
hence the succeeding points on each relaxation curve should 
be i d e n t i c a l . 
This i s sketched diagrammatieally i n figure 4. 
At f i r s t i t mas thought that the presence of a sudden 
i n i t i a l change i n 'g' when the shear stress was changed 
invalidated t h i s argument, but i t would seem that since 
*g' would have to ohange instantaneously even i f the 
vi s c o s i t y c o e f f i c i e n t remained momentarily constant a 
sim i l a r change should be expected however "viscous state" 
i s defined. I t has not proved possible to conduct an 
experiment which conclusively proves or disproves t h i s 
reasoning but i t i s included as an attempt to show that an 
experiment conducted w i t h one value of gives results 
which are t y p i c a l f o r other values of One q u a l i f i c -
a t i o n must be made to t h i s statement; i t i s necessary to 
determine separate relaxation curves f o r "build-up" (K<1) 
and f o r breakdown (E>1)• 
C H A P T E R 3 
THE APPARATUS 
3.1 The basic viscometer 
The viscometer used was that designed and b u i l t by 
Thornton and Rae and described f u l l y i n the Ph.D. thesis by 
Rae (1952) and i n outline by Thornton and Rae (1953). I t 
was a concentric cylinder viscometer i n which the outer 
oylinder was driven by a variable speed motor and the inner 
cylinder suspended on a long t o r s i o n wire. The dr i v i n g 
motor was a B.T.-H "Emotrol" type i n which the speed i s 
closely proportional to the armature voltage f o r a wide range 
of loads. The armature voltage i s automatically matched 
against a referenoe voltage i n a potentiometer so that the 
speed can be controlled at any value, i n the range 150 to 
3,000 revolutions per minute, by r o t a t i n g the s e t t i n g on 
the potentiometer. 
I n t h i s viscometer the observed deflections of the 
inner cylinder and speeds of the d r i v i n g motor gave the values 
of the couple 'C and the angular v e l o c i t y of the outer 
cylinder 'W f o r instantaneously thixo tropic materials and 
the cons latency ourve of shear stress against v e l o c i t y 
gradient could be calculated. I t was possible to get a 
22. 
q u a l i t a t i v e i n d i c a t i o n of ordinary time-dependent thizotropy 
by running the apparatus at one cylinder speed u n t i l the 
d e f l e c t i o n was constant, changing the cylinder speed to a 
new constant value and observing the deflection of the inner 
cylinder. I f t h i s cylinder turned immediately to a new 
steady d e f l e c t i o n (exeept f o r a few seconds delay due to 
i n e r t i a effects i n the system) the sample was instantaneously 
t h i x o t r o p i o , i f i t relaxed gradually to an equilibrium value 
then the sample was thixo t r o p i c i n the normal sense. 
3.3 Measuring thixotropy 
Theory shows that i n order to measure the transient 
values of v e l o c i t y gradient at a given shear stress i n a 
ooncentric cylinder viscometer the torque must be maintained 
constant and the angular v e l o o i t y of the outer cylinder 
varied so as to maintain t h i s condition* This was achieved 
by r e f l e c t i n g a narrow beam of l i g h t at a mirror attached to 
the inner cylinder and using i t to operate a servo-motor 
c o n t r o l l i n g the speed of the main d r i v i n g motor* Figures 
5 and 6 i l l u s t r a t e the o p t i c a l and e l e c t r i c a l arrangement 
that was used* The required d e f l e c t i o n was selected by 
adjusting the p o s i t i o n of the mirror i n r e l a t i o n to the 
inner cylinder. I f the deflection f e l l below t h i s chosen 
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value l i g h t was reflected through a prism i n t o the photocell 
'F' closing the relay i n the e l e o t r i c a l c i r c u i t . This 
energized the f i e l d c o i l s of the servomotor which rotated 
the potentiometer s e t t i n g f o r the main d r i v i n g motor so that 
the outer cylinder was accelerated and the torque increased. 
I f the de f l e c t i o n of the inner cylinder became too large the 
f i e l d c o i l s of the servomotor were energized i n the opposite 
of this serybmetot 
d l r e o t i o n and since the armature^was independently connected 
the operation of t h i s motor was reversed and the speed of 
the outer cylinder reduced. The rheostat R enabled the 
acceleration and deceleration given to the driving motor 
to be adjusted, the speed of the servomotor having t o be 
s u f f i c i e n t to maintain a steady torque during the relaxation 
process without giving r i s e to excessive o s c i l l a t i o n i n the 
cylinder speed. I n practice i t was found d i f f i c u l t to 
prevent t h i s 'hunting' at very lost speeds but the speed 
control was sat i s f a c t o r y over a range of cylinder speeds 
from about 0.05 to 2.50 radians per second, a r a t i o of 
f i f t y t o one. A voltmeter i n p a r a l l e l w i t h the servomotor 
helped i n se t t i n g the rheostat 'R' and the resistances 'X' 
and 'Y' were added to guard against a short c i r c u i t should 
both the relays switch 'on' at the same time ( f o r example 
when the settings of the prisms and photocells were being 
adjusted). 
£4. 
To record the v a r i a t i o n of motor speed w i t h time 
at constant torque an Honeywell-Brown "Eleetronik" recorder 
was used. This oould have been connected to a tachometer 
generator coupled to the motor but i t was found more 
convenient to connect the recorder to the potentiometer 
referenoe voltage of the main dri v i n g motor. The recorder 
reading was calibrated against the speed of the driving 
motor (determined strobosoopieally) and frequent cheeks 
were made, using a mechanical tachometer, as described i n 
the section on the c a l i b r a t i o n of the apparatus. 
C H A P T E R * 
EXPERIMENTAL FRQCEDUBE 
4.1 Calibration of the apparatus 
The formulae used i n calculation ' f« . ' and 'g^ ' are: 
f a = C (4) 
Sieh.a*-
and Sa ~ g i r - SC.dW . (10) 
These indicate the measurements which are required i n working 
out the resul ts . The couple acting is proportional to the 
deflection of the inner cylinder ' 0 ' and the constant of 
proportionality * the torsion constant of the suspension 
wire - was found by timing the period of osc i l l a t ion of the 
inner cylinder when i t was suspended f ree ly on the torsion 
wire . I f C t c8 
then o = 4 r ^ l / l 1 
where ' I 1 is the moment of iner t ia of the suspended cylinder 
and *T' i t s time of swing. The cylinder suspended from the 
wire was the inner cylinder of the viscometer, being a simple 
brass oylinder of radius 'a 1 and a small plast ic scale. 
The mass of the scale was so much less than the mass of 
the oylinder that the moment of iner t ia was taken as 
(maV8)t where 'm 1 Is the mass, wi th an error of a f r ac t ion 
of one per oent. Henoe: 
and therefore f s m / * \ e dyne om~ , 13 isn If/ 
where 0 i s measured i n degrees. 
I t was found that m - 1145 gm, to wi th in 1 gm 
and f o r the wire used T - 1.57 seo, to wi th in 0.01 sec. 
Hence; -
f = ( 85 .44) .6 dyne c m 2 . 14 
The motor was connected by belt and pulleys to 
the main driving shaft whioh drove the outer cylinder 
through reduction gearing* By counting the to t a l number 
of revolutions of the appropriate parts during a run, using 
a revolution counter of standard pattern, and by an approx-
imate check from the relat ive diameters of the pulleys 
concerned i t was found' that the ra t io 
Aug ve l driving shaft / ang vel motor spindle - 1/1.885, 
where "Ang v e l n stands f o r angular veloci ty . The gear 
rat ios were calculated from the number of teeth involved 
and checked by a revolution counter method as above, giving 
Aug T e l outer cylinder / ang T e l driving shaft = 1/106.8 
henoe 
Aug T e l outer cylinder / ang T e l motor spindle - 1/(1.225 z 
106.8). 
Then i f 'W i s the angular Telocity of the outer cylinder i n 
radians per second and 'R1 i s the motor speed i n reTolutions 
per minute, 
W = R.(8.G2 X 10" f r ) . 15 
I n order to eorreet f o r 'g*.' the ra t io of the 
r a d i i 'a 1 and ' b 1 was required. Averaging a number of 
measurements gare 
a = 1.27 cm 
b s. 4.02 cm 
henoe bVa*~ - K> and f a / f t - = 10. 
She quantities m, T, (W/H ) , a and b are constants 
of the apparatus* Any inaccuracy i n their determination 
n i l l lead to the same error i n calculating results so that 
comparison of properties measured on this viscometer 
m f l t i q n i r T T f l wi th those on another viscometer would be Impaired. 
However these errors w i l l not af fect the form, but only the 
scale, of the consistency curves and relaxation curves 
obtained with this instrument* 
f 
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4.2 Experimental observations 
4.81 — Depth of immersion 
She value of ' h ' , the depth of immersion of the 
inner cylinder i n the f l u i d , was measured toy marking the 
inner cylinder at the surface of the f l u i d , removing i t 
and measuring the distance between th is mark and i t s lover 
end* A more rapid and less cumbersome method was developed 
i n which a brass plate rested f i r m l y on the surface of the 
outer cylinder, or "cup", and a th in needle through the 
plate dipped into the specimen. On removing the plate 
the depth of immersion of the needle was measured and the 
immersion of the inner cylinder calculated a f t e r a calibra-
t i on had been made relat ing the two. I t was found that 
' h ' was of the order of 10 cm and that i t could be measured 
to wi th in 0 .1 em, an error of less than one per cent. 
A correction was necessary fo r the end ef fec t o f 
this inner cylinder. I t is shown i n chapter 6 that this 
correction can be made by adding 1.0 em to the measured 
value of ' h* . This end oorreotion i s d i f f i c u l t to deter-
mine and the error may be as large as 0 .1 em suggesting 
that the t o t a l probable error i n the immersion due to the 
error i n measuring 'h* and the error i n estimating the end 
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correction is about one per cent. Shis error i s constant 
f o r any one specimen i n the viscometer, i t affects the 
comparison of properties between one specimen and another 
or between results obtained f o r the same specimen i n d i f f -
erent viscometers bat i t does not change the shape of the 
equilibrium consistency curve or of the relaxation curves 
f o r the material. 
4.82 — Measuring deflect ion, speed and time 
She deflect ion of the inner cylinder was maintained 
during an experiment at a series of predetermined values* 
A scale attached to the cylinder was viewed through a te le-
scope and aligned wi th a pointer i n the telescope, the 
measurement of the deflection being subject to an error 
of about one degree* This error seemed unavoidable, i t 
was due mainly to oscil lat ions of the cylinder about a 
mean posit ion, these oscil lat ions being at tr ibuted to a 
s l igh t discrepancy i n the alignment of the axes of the 
inner and outer cylinders. 
The motor speed 'E ' was measured by means of the 
pen-recorder* Figure 7 shows the cal ibrat ion f o r the 
motor speed* determined strobosoopically and cheeked wi th 
a Smith's tachometer generator, against recorder reading. 
I 30. 
The table of results from which the graph was plotted are 
given i n Appendix 1. The three scales were obtained by 
switching from one resistor to another on a potential 
divider from which the input to the recorder was taken. 
To obtain the relaxation curves the motor speed was 
required at d i f ferent times a f t e r changing from the i n i t i a l 
to the f i n a l torque and th is was estimated d i rec t ly from 
the graphs from the recorder. I t took about ten seconds 
to change from one torque-control led position to another. 
The errors i n measuring ' 6 T , "B* and ' t f a f fec t 
each individual result d i f f e r en t l y thus al ter ing the form 
of the consistency and relaxation curves obtained f o r any 
sample. A method of estimating these errors and calculat-
ing the ef feot they are l i k e l y to have on the results i s 
given i n more de ta i l i n section 4.4. 
4.3 Calculation of results 
From the experimental results a curve of 'R' 
against *e' was plot ted, being equivalent except f o r m u l t i -
plying constants to a graph of cylinder speed 'W against 
couple ' C 1 . The slope of the (6, l ) curve was measured 
at d i f fe ren t points giving de/dR and by substi tution i n 
31 . 
equations 10 and 15 the values of (go. - gt-) were calculated. 
I f equilibrium values of 'R' were used i n drawing the (6, B) 
onrve this led to the equilibrium consistency curve, i f the 
values of 'R 1 were a l l taken at some selected time ' t ' the 
instantaneous values of ' g 1 at that time were obtained. 
She value of ' f ^ 1 was obtained from equation 14 where ' h' 
was corrected f o r the end e f f e c t . 
For the equilibrium values a curve of ' f« . ' against 
(g«. -&ir ) was drawn. Sow 'g^ ' i s the value of 'go 1 i f ' f a . ' 
i s reduced to one tenth of i t s value, since 'g^1 is the 
veloci ty gradient at the outer boundary where the shear 
and aVif = i/io 
stress i s (aVb x ) fo^ I f ' b ' i s considerably greater than 
' a 1 a f i r s t approximation f o r 'g^.' i s given by the value 
of (g«v - g(r) at * f ( r > . For a Newtonian f l u i d i n our 
viscometer ' g ^ ' would be one tenth of 'go! and the error 
i n approximating as above i s about one per cent. The 
shape of the consistency curves f o r a l l the materials 
studied shows that the error i n making this approximation 
i s less than f o r a Newtonian f l u i d , that is less than one 
per cent. 
For the time-dependent properties instantaneous 
values of 'W led to instantaneous values of ' f a / and ' g^ 1 
/ - - - - -
at d i f fe ren t times and i t was found convenient to present 
the results i n the form of relaxation curves (g, t ) at 
constant shear stress* The apparent viscosity ooeff lc ient 
( f / g ) was calculated i n a number of oases but as i t is of 
doubtful physical significance the experimental results 
given i n this thesis are l e f t i n terms of shear stress 
and velooity gradient. 
4.4 Accuracy of results 
The accuracy of the values obtained f o r ' f and 
1 g" was determined by calculating the combined ef fec t of 
the estimated errors i n measuring each quantity i n equations 
4 and 10. Each set of results was checked i n this way and 
the probable error calculated from i t i s shown on the 
relaxation curves and the equilibrium consistency curves 
by the magnitude of the oo-ordinates p lo t ted . 
To caloulate ' g ' a curve of against 'R* had 
to be drawn f o r eaoh set of experimental results and i t s 
tangent measured at several points. Small errors i n the 
looation of consecutive readings of ' 9 ' and 'R' through 
which the curve had to be drawn were olearly l iable to give 
large errors i n the gradient of the curve between those 
points so that inaccuracies i n measuring '6 ' and 'R 1 are 
the most s ignif icant source of error i n the whole experi-
ment . 
She defleetion '6 ' could be read to wi th in one 
degree, the l i m i t being Imposed by a tendency fo r the 
cylinder to oscil late about a mean position wi th an ampli-
tude of one or two degrees. Shis osc i l l a t ion was a t t r i bu -
ted to three possible factors; a lack of alignment between 
the axes of the inner and outer cylinders, the e f fec t of 
random vibrations on the flow properties of the material 
under test and the presence of a small n u l l space i n the 
opt ical system f o r maintaining a constant deflect ion. I n 
one experiment results were compared f o r the best possible 
alignment of the axes of the two cylinders with results 
f o r a deliberately skew arrangement of the axes and i t was 
found that the main e f f ec t was a slow osc i l l a t ion of the 
middle cylinder. For any given set t ing of the torque-
control mirror neither the mean deflection nor the e q u i l i -
brium outer-cylinder speed were greatly changed by al ter ing 
the accuracy of alignment. I t was thought that the small 
motors driving the fan i n the a i r enclosure and the o i l -
bath paddle were responsible f o r most of the "stray" 
v ibra t ion that might a f fec t the sample. These were stopped 
f o r a time and the temperature checked to ensure that i t 
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was steady, bat no appreciable change was observed i n the 
cylinder speed at a constant torque so i t was concluded 
that the e f fec t of vibrat ion due to these subsidiary motors 
could be ignored* I t was concluded that the angle ' 9 ' was 
measured to wi th in one degree of i t s true value a f t e r 
allowing f o r the osc i l l a t ion of the oylinder and the n u l l 
region i n the control system. 
She motor speed 'R1 was measured by a deflection 
on the pen-recorder, which had an accuracy of about 0.5 per 
cent at half-scale def lect ion. She recorder was calibrated 
against mains frequency using a neon lamp and a stroboseoplo 
disc attached to the motor-spindle. This calibrat ion was 
frequently checked against a Smith's mechanical tachometer, 
which could be pressed against the motor spindle when 
required. These checks showed that the oalibration held 
true whether the load being driven by the motor was small 
or large, when the motor was oold (on starting) or warm 
(a f te r running f o r several hours) and that there was no 
gradual d r i f t i n the re la t ion between motor-speed and 
reoorder deflection during the whole period i n which 
experiments were conducted. By al ter ing the resistance 
i n a potential divider supplying the D.C. reference voltage 
of the "Kmotrol" to the recorder three d i f ferent scales 
$• 
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were obtained and an examination of the graphs from the 
recorder suggests that, i n general, the probable error i n 
reading the speed , R I oan be taken as less than one per 
oent. There is an exception to this i n that the accuracy 
f a l l s o f f at the lowest speeds due to d i f f i c u l t y i n main-
taining a normal control of the torque, but that region is 
not of great importance i n the results given i n this thesis. 
The visoometer was kept' at a constant temperature 
(usually 85 degrees Centigrade) by mounting the cup i n an 
o i l bath and covering the top wi th an enclosure. Both the 
o i l and the a i r were kept i n motion and the heat supplied 
to them was thermostatically controlled. The temperature 
fluctuated up to 0.8 degrees Centigrade, and from the 
results of an experiment on the temperature var ia t ion of 
flow properties i t i s known that th is represents a f l u c t u -
ation of 'R' of rather less than one per cent. The probable 
error i n a given value of 'R' must therefore be taken as 
between one and one and a half per cent. 
Having established the inaccuracies i n the 
measured values of 'G 1 and 'R 1 i t i s necessary to know 
how these w i l l a f f ec t the aecuraoy wi th which a curve 
through several d i f fe ren t points (e» R) may be drawn, f o r 
the drawing of th is curve is an essential step i n the 
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calculation of the veloci ty gradient ' g*. 
When the experimental programme was being planned 
this problem was considered and an estimate of the accur-
acy derived which set an upper l i m i t to the errors involved. 
I t was hoped to improve upon the method f o r assessing the 
error at a la ter date but i n fac t th is has proved too 
d i f f i c u l t . Henoe the fol lowing calculations only indicate 
the maximum error that might be involved and not an estimated 
error, the aotual results may be f a r better than these 
"errors" suggest, they certainly are not worse. 
The basic supposition is that the accuracy i n the 
gradient of a smooth curve drawn through several points 
(6, R) w i l l not be worse than the accuracy i n the slope of 
the chord joining two consecutive points. This supposition 
i s va l i d when the change i n slope of the curve is small. 
Expressed d i f f e r en t ly , wi th the aid of figure 8, i t is 
that the error i n the gradient of the curve IB between 
A and B i s not greater than the error i n the slope of the 
chord AB, the errors arising from the uncertainty i n the 
precise values f o r the co-ordinates of A and B. 
The probable error of the chord can be calculated 
since the 'S 1 values of i t s end co-ordinates have a probable 
error of (say) one per oent and the valo.es may he 
considered correct to wi th in one degree. I t i s conven-
ient to s tar t by calculating the probable errors i n an 
apparent viscosity of the material. 
Then apparent viscosi ty , f / g , = (Constant)(de/dR)• 
Error i n apparent viscosity = Error i n slope of (0, R) 
curve 
^ Error i n slope o f chord to 
(©. R) . 
Let ends of chord AB be (6 t , H, ) and (e*, R z ) , 
then slope of chord & Qt - Oa* . 
R, - R*. 
Probable error of (0, - dO : 
I f the l i m i t i n g error f o r either value of *ev i s taken 
as one degree, then (Q> - © x) i s correct to w i th in one 
degree wi th about a 50 per oent probabi l i ty . ( I f each 
value of were supposed to l i e between ' 6 ± 1 ' degrees 
with a rectangular d i s t r ibu t ion then '&<- Qx.1 would l i e 
wi th in S degrees of i t s mean value with a tr iangular 
d is t r ibut ion and hence a more than 50 per oent proba-
b i l i t y of ly ing wi th in one degree of the mean). 
Probable error of (R( - R z ) : 
Each value of (R* has an estimated probable error of 
one per oent, so that the probable error of the difference 
oan be found i n the usual way f o r s t a t i s t i c a l errors and i s 
1 . ( R * + R £ ) * . 
WS , . 
Total error: 
The probable errors may be expressed as increments 'A 1 so 
that the usual variance formula gives 
71- " (e , -e / (ft,-fey-
The probable errors i n '>] 1 calculated from this 
formula vary from three to ten per cent, being best when 
differences between 'O, 1 and ' Q T ' , and ' R , ' and ' R Z ( , are 
large. Since Qz = X.©* this i s the condition that 'K 1 
shal l not be near uni ty, but i t w i l l be seen la te r that 
other factors a f fec t the choice of a suitable value f o r 
' E ' . The calculation f o r the probable error i s open to 
the objection that i f the in te rva l between successive 
readings on the (0, B) curve i s decreased the calculated 
error i s increased, since both (6, - ©*J and ( R R - R&) 
become smaller. I n fao t this i s a reminder that th is 
assessment gives only an upper l i m i t to the possible 
error i n the apparent viscosi ty . 
I • 
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I t i s elear that the basic assumption r e l a t i n g the 
error i n the gradient of the carve to the error i n the slope 
of the chord needs to be examined. I t i s obviously not 
true when the i n t e r v a l between successive points 'AB' i s 
very large and the change i n slope of the carve correspond-
i n g l y great between them; and i t c l e a r l y gives a false 
suggestion of great inaccuracy when the two ends ' AB' are 
very close together. Two methods were used to check the 
s u i t a b i l i t y of the intervals chosen; one was worked out i n 
d e t a i l f o r one specimen only and i s described at the end of 
t h i s section, the other was applied to every sample f o r 
which the re s u l t s were thought to be s i g n i f i c a n t and i s 
now described. 
Instead of drawing tangents to the (©, R) curve 
and measuring t h e i r slope an estimate of the gradient was 
obtained by calculating the slope of the ohord j o i n i n g two 
successive (9, R) co-ordinates. A value f o r the apparent 
v i s c o s i t y was obtained by supposing t h i s to be the gradient 
of the curve a t a point mid-way between the chosen co-
ordinates w i t h de f l e c t i o n (Q, + ©z_}/2. Shis supposition 
i s v a l i d under the same conditions as the supposition from 
which errors were estimated, namely that the change i n 
slope of the (©, R) curve s h a l l not be large between the 
values chosen. Using the experimental values of 'Q" and 
,R I and calculating the slope between consecutive points 
gave an ar i t h m e t i c a l estimate of the apparent v i s c o s i t y 
which was i n very close agreement w i t h the graphically 
deduced values* Shis confirmed the v a l i d i t y of the 
arith m e t i c a l method of calculation and the s u i t a b i l i t y of 
the i n t e r v a l s between successive values of '6 1 and 'E' 
i n making the calculations and thus j u s t i f i e d the use of 
these int e r v a l s i n calculating the l i m i t s of error i n the 
apparent v i s c o s i t y * 
Thus f a r we have considered the error i n the 
apparent v i s c o s i t y due to the error i n dB/dd. The 
v e l o c i t y gradient i s given by 2e.dR/de and - the 
multiplying f a c t o r - includes another source of error. 
However i n p l o t t i n g an equilibrium consistency curve the 
v e l o c i t y gradient i s plotted against the shear stress, 
and the shear stress i s i t s e l f proportional to '©*• Hence 
the estimated l i m i t s of error f o r the apparent v i s o o s i t y 
correspond to the error i n the v e l o c i t y gradient when i t 
i s displayed against the shear stress i n a consistency 
curve• 
The oorreotion f o r 'g^' s t i l l has to be made 
bat t h i s i s quite small. ' gv-1 i s usually between one and 
f i v e per cent of 'g A', so that any error i n evaluating 
'g^' i s small enough to be neglected. Ihe error i n meas-
urement of the apparatus constants i s small compared w i t h 
the errors i n '9' and 'R' i n i t s effeot though allowance 
most be made f o r the error i n measuring the depth of 
immersion and the end correction f o r t h i s depth. Shis 
affeots the f-scale i n an equilibrium curve and i s not 
shown on the graphs, the probable error i s about one 
per cent. 
Having established the accuracy w i t h which we 
may expect to draw a curve through a number of (0* R) 
points i t i s s t i l l necessary to f i n d how accurately the 
gradient of t h i s curve oan be measured. To simply a l i g n 
the curve w i t h a rule introduces a r i s k of large errors 
and i t was decided to measure the gradient w i t h an o p t i c a l 
device of high accuracy whieh i s desoribed i n Appendix 8. 
I t i s there shown that the errors i n measuring the slope 
of the curve are small enough to be negleoted. 
As a f i n a l check on accuracy the experimental 
values of (6, R) were p l o t t e d f o r one experiment and the 
extreme errors shown. A number of curves were drawn through 
C H A P T E R 5 
PREPARATION OP SAMPLES 
As indicated before t h i s proved one of the 
greatest experimental problems of the whole research pro-
Jeot since very l i t t l e information was available about 
thix o t r o p i o materials. Preliminary studies, intended to 
tes t the s u i t a b i l i t y of the apparatus and of the measuring 
technique, required materials th a t oould be easily and 
quickly prepared, and Bentonite suspensions i n water were 
used f o r t h i s work. These were unsatisfactory i n many 
ways, though the r e s u l t s obtained agree w i t h those l a t e r 
gained w i t h more stable materials. The Bentonltes were 
awkward to use because t h e i r range of v i s c o s i t y - from 
i n f i n i t e v i s c o s i t y or false body at low values of shear 
stress to a few centipoise at higher values - was too 
large f o r accurate measurements to be made by any appar-
atus over the whole range. There were added d i f f i c u l t i e s 
due t o sedimentation (since the samples had to be between 
f i v e and ten per cent of Bentonite by weight) and to 
evaporation from the surface. A specimen of some 35 
per cent by weight of Bentonite i n glycerine proved more 
satisfactory but t h i s was only used as a guide i n the 
search f o r better samples. 
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At t h i s point i t m i l l help to consider the 
c r i t e r i a by which we determine a good sample• These f a l l 
i nto two groups, r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y and anomaly. 
I t was essential that during the time taken to 
complete the experiments on any one sample the i r r e v e r s i b l e 
ohange i n properties should be small. That i s , f o r the 
purpose of an i n i t i a l t e s t , that the equilibrium motor 
speed at a given torque should not change appreciably 
over a period of a week or more. I n the Bentonite-in-
water suspensions i t was d i f f i c u l t to get near t h i s 
condition due t o evaporation and sedimentation; using 
pigment-in-oil dispersions i t was found that some gave 
good r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y and others did not. Ho doubt i n 
some cases sedimentation was the cause of f a i l u r e but i n 
others i t seems that we must postulate some ageing e f f e c t 
due to chemieal r e a c t i v i t y between the pigment and the 
medium. I t was found w i t h most of these samples that 
a f t e r they had been allowed to age f o r , say, s i x months, 
the r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y over a period of one week i n the 
viscometer would be good, suggesting that some form of 
chemioal equilibrium had been reached between the two 
components. 
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The experiments were designed to measure t h i x o -
tropy and t h i s task would obviously be eased by having the 
ef f e c t as pronounced as possible. I t would be easy to 
get good r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y f o r a simple 'Newtonian' f l u i d but L; 
i t was found d i f f i o u l t to combine r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y w i t h t h i s 
second condition of a pronounced anomaly. I n changing from 
one value of shear stress to another two things were required: 
f i r s t that the r a t i o of shear stress to v e l o c i t y gradient 
at equilibrium should be as d i f f e r e n t as possible, that i s 
there should be a large departure from the Newtonian con-
d i t i o n ; secondly that t h i s change should occur over an 
appreciable time so that the form of the thi x o t r o p i o relax-
a t i o n could be investigated* Again i t seemed as i f the 
two conditions were mutually opposed, thus a number of 
specimens containing d i f f e r e n t concentrations of the same 
pigment-in-oil dispersion showed almost Newtonian properties 
at low concentrations and false-bodied properties at high 
concentrations w i t h normal time-dependent thixotropy i n 
between. I t was found convenient to use samples where the 
relaxation process resulted i n as large a t o t a l change i n 
cylinder speed as possible and where the system came close 
to equilibrium i n between t h i r t y minutes and four hours* 
Figure 9» 
Electron-Micrograph 
of Titanium dioxide pigment, 
Rutile GR. 
Photo: B r i t i s h Titan Products Ltd., 
i t 
Figure 9-
Rutile CR 
X 20.000 
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Systems w i t h quicker r e l a x a t i o n prooesses led to inaccuraoy 
i n measuring the important changes i n the f i r s t part of the 
relaxation; systems talcing longer to reach equilibrium 
made a complete experiment excessively long and re-
introduced the problem of ageing and r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y . 
Preliminary tests suggested that suspensions of 
Titanium dioxide pigments i n o i l s could have very stable 
properties and s t i l l e x h i b i t thixotropy. These had the 
added advantage that they followed as a l o g i c a l sequenoe 
the work by Rae (1952) using instantaneously t h i x o t r o p i c 
systems containing s i m i l a r pigments. The Research 
Department of B r i t i s h Titan Products, Ltd., were consulted 
and on t h e i r advice a r u t i l e form of Titanium dioxide 
was used. An electron micrograph o f a t y p i c a l pigment 
i s shown i n figure 9, the mean p a r t i c l e diameter being about 
O.S5yu • Prom t h i s micrograph i t i s evident t h a t the 
pigment i s of almost random shape and the p a r t i c l e s tend 
to have smooth edges. 
The o i l s used d i f f e r e d f o r d i f f e r e n t groups 
of samples being mixtures of a l k a l i refined linseed o i l s 
of about one poise (at 25.0 °0) and linseed stand o i l s 
prepared under nitrogen of about t h i r t y or s i x t y poise 
at 25.0 "0. 
Each sample was prepared by m i l l i n g the pigment 
and o i l i n a B a l l M i l l of the type described by Hae (1958) 
fo r about three hours. Longer m i l l i n g did not change the 
flow properties so i t was assumed that t h i s time was s u f f i -
cient to ensure a good dispersion. A f t e r preparation a l l 
samples were stored f o r six months i n a constant temperature 
enclosure at 25.0%. before use. The temperature at which 
experiments were conducted i n the viscometer was also 85.0 °C. 
The s u i t a b i l i t y of some twenty samples was tested 
by t r i a l runs i n the apparatus. At f i r s t t h i s was done 
soon a f t e r t h e i r preparation without allowing a period f o r 
ageing, but i t was l a t e r discovered that the ageing process 
included an a l t e r a t i o n i n the flow properties of the 
sample. I n some oases samples which at f i r s t seemed s u i t -
able f o r use i n the apparatus were found a f t e r ageing to 
have only s l i g h t l y anomalous flow w i t h whieh aocurate 
measurements would have been impossible. Since the search 
f o r appropriate speoimens had to be guided by information 
on the properties of those already prepared the problem 
of ageing delayed t h i s search considerably* I n the 
preliminary tests the relaxation of cylinder speed w i t h 
time when a constant torque was maintained was used to 
determine suitable thixo t r o p i e properties. 
C H A P T E R 6 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
6.1 Introduction 
A f u l l description of the flow properties of any 
thix o t r o p i c material requires the inv e s t i g a t i o n of both 
equilibrium and instantaneous properties during relaxation. 
The equilibrium properties can be desoribed by a single 
consistency curve but the relaxation properties need to be 
represented by a range of curves having d i f f e r i n g i n i t i a l 
and f i n a l values f o r the shear stress. I f the form of the 
relaxation curve i s the same at any shear stress, so that 
d i f f e r e n t i n i t i a l values f o r the equilibrium shear stress 
only displace the time-origin of the relaxation curve, 
(Figure 4) the problem i s s i m p l i f i e d . 
The task of experiment thus becomes:-
(1) To obtain the equilibrium consistency curve 
(2) To check how the relaxation depends upon the 
i n i t i a l shear stress 
(3) To compare relaxation curves f o r build-up and 
breakdown 
(4) To f i n d any r e g u l a r i t i e s i n the relaxation process. 
For convenience i n presentation the results under 
equilibrium conditions and the time-dependent phenomena are 
grouped separately but these two groups of information on a 
sample each come from the same experiments. Both e q u i l i -
brium and relaxation properties are given under three head-
ings. F i r s t , a t y p i c a l sample i s selected and the calcula-
t i o n performed i n f u l l ; then the e f f e c t of varying the 
temperature of a chosen sample i s given; f i n a l l y the 
v a r i a t i o n of properties w i t h concentration i s recorded. 
Many d i f f e r e n t samples were tested and the results given 
are t y p i c a l of the properties discovered. 
6.8 Equilibrium properties 
The cup of the viscometer was f i l l e d and a f t e r 
the temperature of the sample had r i s e n to the 25.0 °0 of 
the apparatus the motor was run so that the inner cylinder 
was deflected. When t h i s d e f l e c t i o n had brought one mirror 
into the c o n t r o l l i n g p o s i t i o n opposite the prisms and photo-
c e l l s the motor speed was allowed to increase automatically 
w h i l s t the deflection remained constant. A f t e r the motor 
speed (which was displayed on the chart of the recorder) 
had been constant f o r a considerable time i t was increased 
by means of an over-riding manual oontrol u n t i l a second 
3 
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torque - o on t r o l mirror took over. This was repeated f o r 
a l l the mirrors mounted on the inner cylinder, usually 
f i v e , and the motor speed was then reduced i n the same way. 
With the motor speed lnoreasing the relaxation process was 
one of breakdown, or thinning; w i t h the motor speed 
decreasing i t was of build-up, or thickening. The r a t i o s 
of the torques were 'K' and ' l / z 1 . 
I t was found that w i t h the motor speed both 
increasing and decreasing a i l the samples studied came to 
equilibrium at the same values. I t follows that the equi-
l i b r i u m rate of s t r a i n at a given shear stress must be 
independent of the prehistory of the material, that i s to 
say the v e l o c i t y gradient approaches the same equilibrium 
value a f t e r a long time under a given shear stress whether 
the material was i n i t i a l l y i n a thicker or thinner s t a t e . 
6.81 - - Equilibrium properties of a t y p i c a l material 
The properties here described are si m i l a r to those 
found f o r a l l the pigment-oil dispersions studied and have 
been worked out i n some d e t a i l f o r eleven d i f f e r e n t samples. 
The p a r t i c u l a r material chosen f o r t h i s example i s T13, 
prepared by m i l l i n g together 1840 gm of Rutile Titanium 
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dioxide ( i n the "Rutiox OR" form) w i t h 500 ml of linseed 
stand o i l (approx 30 poise) and 500 mi a l k a l i refined 
linseed o i l (approx 1 poise). The specific g r a v i t y of 
Ratlie i s 4.26 so the sample has thus 30 per cent 
concentration by volume of pigment. I t was stored f o r 
f i v e months at 25 °0 before te s t i n g i n the viscometer. 
The equilibrium motor speed f o r d i f f e r e n t 
deflections gives the (0, R) ourve, figure 10. By 
measuring the slope of t h i s curve (g„_ - was obtained. 
The calculation of 'feu' depended upon the depth of 
Immersion o f the inner cylinder and the nature of the 
end-effect. The results i n figure 10, ourve A, were obtained 
wi t h a depth of immersion 10.0 cm. The inner cylinder and 
cup were then removed and some of the sample emptied out 
f o r a second experiment with a depth of immersion 4.0 cm. 
This gave the results for curve B i n figure 10. I t was 
argued that the difference between the two equilibrium 
curves must be due to the difference i n length of the 
cylinder immersed, care having been taken to see th a t the 
gap between the lower end of the inner cylinder and the 
base of the oup was the same i n t h i s and i n a l l experiments. 
I f i t i s assumed that any disturbance to the flow pattern 
near the end of the lower oylinder does not extend as f a r 
58. 
as 4.0 om up the cylinder then the difference between the 
two equilibrium curves must be due to a length of cylinder 
6.0 om (the difference between the two depths of immersion) 
f o r which equations 4 and 11 are exactly true. 
By proportion the effect of a true 10.0 cm 
immersion was calculated and compared with the observed 
(0, a) curve f o r that immersion. The difference between 
them i s shown i n figure 10 as curve C. I t was found that t h i s 
discrepancy between the resu l t s f o r a true 10.0 cm immersion 
and a measured 10 om immersion could be allowed f o r by 
adding a simple end correction to the measured length 
and that t h i s correction was 1.0 £0.1 cm. 
Having now derived ' f a 1 and (g«. - g j these 
values were pl o t t e d against each other as i n figure 11. 
To a f i r s t approximation ' gv-' i s the value of ( g * - gu-) 
at fet/10. This correction i s very small and the consist-
ency curve (fa., go.) i s simila r to f i g u r e 11. 
6.82 Variat i o n w i t h temperature 
The sample used i n t h i s experiment was T17, a 
30 per cent by volume concentration of Titanium dioxide 
("Rutiox" CR) i n a 50-50 mixture of 30 poise linseed 
stand o i l and 8 poise a l k a l i refined linseed o i l . The 
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apparatus was maintained at 20, 25 and 30 °C by means of 
the heaters and thermostats and cooled wi th ice (together 
with, some sol id carbon dioxide to help lower the temperature 
i n i t i a l l y ) to give readings at reasonably steady temperatures 
of 5 and 11 °C. 
Curves mere plotted of motor speed against 
temperature f o r a given deflection and these were used to 
obtain, curves of against 'R' at d i f fe ren t temperatures 
and hence the equilibrium consistency ourves at d i f fe ren t 
temperatures* These are shown i n figure 12; the experi-
ment was repeated three times and these ourves are typ ica l . 
I n order to interpret these results (as i n chapter 7) the 
var ia t ion of the viscosi ty of the medium alone wi th 
temperature was measured, this i s shown i n figure 13. 
The measurement was made i n a B r i t i s h Standard Specification 
Ostwald type viscometer which was compared with a National 
Physical Laboratory calibrated viscometer of the same type. 
These viscometers were used i n accord with the routine 
prescribed i n the B r i t i s h Standards In s t i t u t i on pamphlet, 
B.S.S. 188:1937 (revised July 1953) f o r a number 4 size 
instrument. A constant temperature was maintained to 
wi th in 0.1 °C by mounting them i n a water bath containing 
a paddle, heater (or ice) and thermostat. The method 
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gave the kinematic viscosity and the density of the medium 
nas measured wi th a Westphal balance and found to be 0.936 
gm cm" 3, the variat ion wi th temperature being less than 
0.0003 gm om"s °C_I . 
6*83 Variat ion with concentration 
For this experiment three similar o i l and pigment 
systems were prepared, of 25, 30 and 35 per cent concentra-
t i on by volume. The constituents were the same as f o r 
*5P171 i n section 6.22, bat t£te results f o r a concentration 
of 30 per cent at 25°C are not s t r i c t l y comparable since 
d i f f e ren t "batches" of pigment and e l l were used i n the 
manufacture. Although nominally the same these were 
of ten found to d i f f e r appreciably i n many properties. As 
i n a l l these experiments tests were made f o r reproducibi l i ty . 
The samples were stored f o r f i v e or s ix months at 25% before 
use and the observed irreversible changes i n the duration 
of the experiment were wel l wi th in the l imi t s of experimental 
error . The equilibrium consistency curves are shown i n 
figure 14. 
6.3 Time-dependent properties 
The curves on the Recorder chart showing the 
relaxation of motor speed at constant torque were analysed 
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to derive the carves for the relaxation of the veloci ty 
gradient. The experiments were the same ones as those 
from whioh the equilibrium consistency carves were 
calculated by the method already described. 
To ensure reasonable accuracy i t was thought 
that 'K*, the ra t io of f i n a l to i n i t i a l torques, should 
be large f o r breakdown and small fo r build-up. I n the 
f i r s t experiments two mirrors were set i n position on 
the inner cylinder, one at doable the deflect ion of the 
other, so that the values of 'X ' were 2.0 and 0*5. 
Several results were obtained i n which i t was notioed 
that though there was pronounoed relaxation of the motor 
speed wi th time 'go,' was found, on analysis, to change 
almost instantaneously to i t s new value. I t was reasoned 
that since the relaxation i n cylinder speed and hence i n 
'E* was due to the t o t a l relaxation of a l l the sample i n 
the cup wi th a range of veloci ty gradients from 'gir' to 
'g*. 1! and since i t was found that ' g^ ' hardly relaxed at 
a l l , relaxation phenomena mast be more pronounoed at 
velocity gradients lower than 'go. 1. This suggestion was 
supported by several of the relaxation carves f o r velocity 
gradient which showed fo r the breakdown process (occurring 
or \tetY swdli tkaitye in properties 
at a large shear stress) a very rapid process/and f o r 
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build-up (at smaller shear stress) a long-period relaxation* 
I t would be rash to assume that the relaxation times associ-
ated wi th breakdown and build-up should be the same but i t 
was thought that this observation lent force to the argument 
already advanced f o r supposing the relaxation process to 
depend upon the part icular shear stress (or veloci ty 
gradient) at which i t was taking place. 
I t was necessary to investigate this by calculating 
the relaxation of veloci ty gradient at d i f fe ren t values of 
equilibrium shear stress and the same value of ' £ ' . I f 
the defleotions i n the f i r s t experiment described above 
were '8* SJid '26* i t was now desirable to make the range 
of torques ' 9 , 26, 46, 8 6 . . . ' , but a range of 1:4 or 1:8 
i n the deflection required such a range i n the cylinder 
speed that the experiment became unwieldly and inaccurate. 
Ihe alternative was to choose values of 'K' nearer to unity 
and most experiments were conduoted with f i ve pre-set 
mirror8 on the inner cylinder giving torque ratios between 
adjacent settings of 0.8 f o r build-up and 1.25 f o r break-
down. Sometimes only three of these mirrors were used 
giving equal to 0.64 and 1.56. 
I n this work we were measuring a small change 
i n flow properties, of a oomplex nature, whitih were super-
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imposed on a system f o r which the equilibrium properties 
had already proved d i f f i c u l t to assess. By choosing 
values of f a i r l y close to unity the task of obtaining 
accurate results fo r the instantaneous values of the 
veloci ty gradient became even more d i f f i c u l t . For this 
reason i t i s considered that the experimental results 
here presented are quali tat ive i n nature. Although a 
comparison of relaxation properties at a given shear stress 
f o r which was taken as 0.64 and 0.8 show s imi la r i t i es 
similar to those predicted i n section 8*4 (end f igure 4) 
they are of i n su f f i c i en t accuracy to provide experimental 
support f o r that suggestion. 
6.31 Time dependent properties of typioal materials 
0 
Typioal relaxation curves f o r 'K' equal to 0.8 
and 1.35 are shown i n diagrams 15 and 16. Figure 15 
shows curves f o r sample T14, a 30 per cent by volume 
concentration of "Ratios HDn i n 50/50 30 poise linseed 
stand o i l and 2 poise a l k a l i refined linseed o i l . Figure 
16 shows some results on sample T13, I t w i l l be noticed 
that the lower curves, showing build-up, are s t i l l not 
very near equilibrium a f te r 30 minutes. 
FIGURE X], 
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C H A P T E R 7 
DISCUSSION 
7*1 Int ro duotion 
The results presented i n the last chapter show 
that i t is possible to measure the equilibrium flow 
behaviour of thixotropic materials and get some indication 
about the i r relaxation properties. These were examined 
i n an attempt to f i n d some pattern underlying them and 
some possible explanation of their form. 
7*2 Equilibrium properties 
7.21 - - Equilibrium properties of a typioal material 
Figure 19 is a sketch of typical equilibrium 
consistency carves f o r Newtonian, ordinar i ly thixotropie 
and false-bodied materials. I t i s seen that time-dependent 
thixotropy i s a property of f l u id s intermediate i n behaviour 
between the Newtonian and false-bodied; al ternat ively 
thixotropy may be regarded as a general case f o r which 
Newtonian and false-bodied properties are l i m i t i n g conditions. 
Thixotropy i s less pronounced at high rates of shear, where 
the consistency carve approaches l inea r i ty , suggesting that 
FIGURE 18 SEE -male I £ (SHMPLETI7) 
thixotropio properties are i n some way oonnected with the 
degree of curvature of the equilibrium consistency curve. 
7.88 - - (Temperature dependence and the flow function 
The temperature var ia t ion i n the equilibrium flow 
properties must be due i n part to changes i n the viscosity 
of the medium. To investigate this relationship the v a r i -
ation i n the shear stress wi th temperature at selected 
values of the velocity gradient was f i r s t deduced from 
figure 18. Using the known variat ion i n the visoosity 
of the medium with temperature (figure 13) a graph was 
plotted showing the shear stress required to maintain a 
given veloci ty gradient i n the sample against the viscosity 
of the medium. This is shown i n figure 18, the numbers by 
eaoh curve indicating the value of the veloci ty gradient. 
To a high degree of accuracy these curves are straight lines 
and the equation f o r any one of them may be wr i t ten as 
f - f 0 + mr?^, 17 
where ' f o * is the intercept and 'm^. ' the slope. 
This equation s ignif ies that over the temperature 
range from 5 to 30 °C (a range i n the vlseosity of the 
medium of 3*4 to 15 poise) the shear stress required to 
FIGURE 19 SEE TABLE. X 
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maintain a given veLooity gradient i n the sample is given 
by the sum of a constant term and a term proportional to 
the viscosity of the medium* The values of both the 
intercept and the slope vary wi th the velocity gradient 
and figures 19 and SO show this change of ' f© 1 and 'm 1 wi th 
' g 1 . I t i s clear that at large velocity gradients ' f o 1 
and ' m1 both tend towards constant values - this was the 
reason f o r choosing the slope as 'mg. 1 and not just 'm 1 . 
Thus at high rates of shear equation 17, wi th 1 f o ' and 
'm* as constants, describes the equilibrium flow properties 
of the material . 
This flow function f o r high rates of shear 
corresponds to the equations of flow suggested by Bingham 
(1922), Buckingham (1921) and Reiner (1926). The 
deduction of the equation from experimental results 
given here confirms that the f i r s t term i s independent 
of temperature and the second proportional to the viscosity 
of the medium. I t s importance l ies i n the extension of 
this funct ion to low rates of shear - that i s to the curved 
part of the equilibrium consistency curve. Although i n 
th is region ' f o ' and 'm 1 are no longer constants but 
parameters depending on the rate of shear, i t is evident 
that the dependence on temperature takes the same form. 
I 
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Goodeve and W h i t f i e l d (1938) take 'fo' as a co-
e f f i c i e n t of thixotropy and Goodeve (1939) derives i t 
t h e o r e t i c a l l y from a supposition of i n t e r - a c t i o n between 
the p a r t i c l e s and suggests that i t i s independent of 
temperature. Rae (1952) also suggests that the e f f e c t 
of i n t e r - p a r t i c l e forces does not vary with temperature 
and i t i s reasonable to suppose that the ' f o 1 term gives 
the resistance to flow due to i n t e r - p a r t i c l e forces. 
The 'm^g1 term has the usual form fo r the hydro dynamic 
vis c o s i t y of a system of non-interacting p a r t i c l e s . The 
v a r i a t i o n of *m' and ' f c , 1 w i t h v e l o c i t y gradient may be 
explained q u a l i t a t i v e l y i n terms of a disruption of 
structure at high rates of shear. 
I t was thought possible that the change i n pigment 
concentration as the l i q u i d expanded w i t h a rise i n temp-
erature might a f f e c t the r e s u l t s . The change i n concen-
t r a t i o n was calculated and i t s contribution to the shear 
stress at a constant vel o c i t y gradient estimated by 
comparison with the experimental curves f o r the v a r i a t i o n 
of equilibrium properties w i t h concentration. The effect 
was found to be very small and no correction was made f o r 
i t . 
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Figure 21 summarizes the properties described by 
the flow function* I t shows the separate contributions 
from the temperature dependent and temperature independent 
terms to the value of the shear stress i n the consistency 
curve f o r a specimen at 25 °C. A similar analysis has now 
been applied to some results given by Rae (1958) f o r the 
temperature dependence of an instantaneously thizotr o p i c 
but false-bodied material (10 per cent anatase Titanium 
dioxide i n o i l of approx 2 poise). The suggested flow 
function was found v a l i d f o r t h i s material; f f 0 ' and 'm1 
varied w i t h the rate of shear much as i n figures 19 and 20. 
except that 1 f 6 ' started at the y i e l d value when the rate 
of shear was zero. Figure 22 shows the separate c o n t r i -
butions to the shear stress f o r t h i s material. 
I t was concluded that the flow fu n c t i o n given as 
equation 17 i s v a l i d f o r a wide range of anomalous f l u i d s . 
I t was derived f o r normally thixotropic materials - the 
general case - and found true f o r an instantaneously 
th i x o t r o p i c sample e x h i b i t i n g the complication of "f a l s e -
body"; i t cl e a r l y covers Newtonian systems as the special 
case when 'fo' i s zero and ,m1 constant f o r a l l rates of 
shear* I t would be valuable to check t h i s equation by 
FIGURE 2S 
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preparing and testing samples i n media of d i f f e r i n g 
v i s c o s i t y bat i t i s doubtful i f the results would be 
conclusive* The flow properties of t h i x o t r o p i c systems 
seem remarkably dependent on ohemical r e a c t i v i t y between 
the pigment and the medium and any change i n t h i s r e a c t i v i t y , 
using media of d i f f e r e n t v i s c o s i t i e s , would mask the viscous 
e f f e c t . 7/hilst the r e a c t i v i t y may also vary w i t h temper-
ature the properties of the samples tested did not suffer 
any permanent change when the temperature was altered f o r 
a time and the method given above would seem the one best 
suited to the derivation of a flow function from experiment. 
7.23 - - Concentration eff e c t s and i n t e r p a r t i c l e forces 
I n order to study the v a r i a t i o n i n equilibrium 
flow properties w i t h concentration i t i s easiest to s t a r t 
by considering the l i m i t i n g form of the flow function at 
high rates of shear. Then the parameters ' f 0 ' and *mf are 
constants and the equilibrium consistency curve i s a s t r a i g h t 
lin e of slope 'm^o1 which, when produced, makes an intercept 
on the'stress* axis of ' f a * . Figure 23 shows the slope 
'df/dg' of the equilibrium ourves fo r three d i f f e r e n t 
concentrations (shown i n figure 1() plotted against the 
v e l o c i t y gradient 'g 1. I t i s clear that these curves do 
not a l l reaoh the l i m i t i n g condition w i t h i n the range of 
FIGURE 24 
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values obtained f o r 'g' and the estimated l i m i t of 'm^ 0' 
i s neoessarily approximate. The three values obtained 
f o r tmI by th i s method are plo t t e d against concentration 
i n figure 24. These r e s u l t s , shown as curve A, are 
compared wi t h the theoretical l i n e suggested by Binstein 
(1906, 1911) f o r spherical p a r t i c l e s at i n f i n i t e d i l u t i o n 
f o r which the equation i s "m =- 1 + 2.5c n, where 'c' i s 
concentration. From the l i m i t i n g values of 'm1 the 
l i m i t i n g values of ' f o 1 were calculated. Their v a r i a t i o n 
w i t h concentration i s shown i n figure 25. 
We are now able to oonsider a q u a l i t a t i v e picture 
of t h i x o t r o p l c flow. This i s based on the model advanced 
by Goodeve (1939) i n which p a r t i c l e s brought close to each 
other l i n k together. When flow occurs i n a suspension, 
par t i d e s i n adjacent layers move over one another; l i n k s 
are formed between them and then broken as the flow con-
tinues. The breaking of each l i n k i s said^to impart an 
impulse to eaoh p a r t i c l e . M u l t i p l y i n g the magnitude o f 
t h i s impulse by the number a f f e c t i n g a uni t area i n u n i t 
time gives the rate of change i n momentum and henoe the) 
shear stress required. The magnitude of the impulses i s 
found to be inversely proportional to the v e l o c i t y gradient 
and the frequency w i t h which they occur proportional to i t . 
I 
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They thus give a contribution to the shear stress which i s 
Independent of the v e l o c i t y gradient, accounting f o r the 
constant value of ' f e ' i n equation 17 at high rates of 
shear. 
Yand (1948) suggests that at high concentrations 
f a i r l y permanent l i n k s formed between p a r t i c l e s make them 
behave as " c l o t s " or "flocculates" and that at the highest 
concentrations the structure must be continuous throughout 
the suspension. The disruption of t h i s structure and the 
subsequent reduction i n mean size of the flocculates w i t h 
an increasing rate of. shear could account f o r the v a r i a t i o n 
i n value of * f 0 f and 'm* with rate of shear. At low rates 
of shear large flocculates would necessarily have large 
distances between them and any con t r i b u t i o n to shear due 
to t h e i r i n t e r a c t i o n would be small. They would also 
immobilise a proportion of the l i q u i d thus increasing the 
hydrodynamic v i s o o s i t y . At high rates of shear when 
* f 0 ' and ,ml are constant the p a r t i c l e s would be i n d i v i d u a l l y 
dispersed i n the medium. 
I n the materials used to obtain the resu l t s f o r 
t h i s thesis the concentration of p a r t i c l e s was usually 
about 0*3 (by volume). This suggests that t h e i r separation 
i s small oompared w i t h t h e i r size and i t might be expected 
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that they would form a closely linked structure. Despite 
t h i s an attempt was made to develop the Goodeve theory to 
give a quantitative i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the results and t h i s 
i s now described i n o u t l i n e . 
Suppose that instead of forming l i n k s there i s 
an inverse nth power law of a t t r a c t i o n between every p a r t i c l e 
i n the system. Then the ef f e c t of t h i s would be greatest 
when one p a r t i c l e passes over another i n an adjacent layer. 
As the pa r t i c l e s approach one another the force between 
them supports the e x i s t i n g v e l o c i t y gradient* as they 
separate i t acts against i t . A conceptual d i f f i c u l t y 
arises here,,for i t must be supposed that i n t e r - p a r t i o l e 
forces contribute to the shear stress only when acting 
against the v e l o c i t y gradient; ( t h i s corresponds to the 
supposition by Goodeve that an impulse °Ts given when 
partioles are separated but not when a ' l i n k * i s formed). 
I t can be argued that when i n t e r - p a r t i c l e forces act i n 
support of the v e l o c i t y gradient they do useful 'work' i n 
maintaining i t , but that when they act against i t energy 
i s dissipated. I t was found possible to derive the same 
equation f o r the shear stress either by considering the 
transfer of momentum per u n i t area or the dissipation of 
energy per u n i t volume. 
For t h i s model the shear stress required to over-
come the i n t e r - p a r t i o l e forces i s inversely proportional to 
the (n +• 2) t h power of t h e i r mean separation. A comparison 
between t h i s prediction ( f o r an i d e a l model of discrete 
spherical p a r t i c l e s ) and the v a r i a t i o n i n T f 0 f w i t h concen-
t r a t i o n obtained experimentally would suggest that the 
value of > n I was about twelve. On modifying the theory 
to allow f o r an inverse power law of foroe between p a r t i c l e 
surfaces instead of p a r t i c l e centres the value of 'n' 
became about 1.8. 
I t i s not suggested that t h i s comparison between 
the modified Goodeve model and experiment has any s i g n i f -
icance at present. But i t suggests a possible extension 
of the work i n t h i s f i e l d . Experimentally i t i s necessary 
to work at high rates of shear, preferably w i t h suspensions 
of chemically inactive spherical p a r t i c l e s of uniform size. 
Small glass or polystyrene spheres suspended i n an o i l of 
suitable density might s a t i s f y t h i s condition. An invest-
i g a t i o n of the v a r i a t i o n i n flow properties with temperature 
would confirm or disprove the v a l i d i t y of equation 17 and, 
i f v a l i d * the change i n " f 0 * w i t h d i f f e r i n g concentrations 
oould then be found. On the theoretioal side I t would be 
necessary to j u s t i f y the suppositions i n calculating the 
If 
shear stress and select a suitable parameter (e.g. distance 
between centres, least separation of surfaces) to describe 
the mean separation between the p a r t i c l e s . 
7*3 Time dependent properties. 
7*31 Typical materials 
Figures 15 and 16 are t y p i c a l of a great number 
of curves obtained experimentally f o r the relaxation of 
v e l o c i t y gradient at constant shear stress. A l l of them 
show a characteristic form - an instantaneous ehange i n 
v e l o c i t y gradient when the shear stress i s changed (time 
= zero on graphs), followed by a slow relaxation towards 
the equilibrium value. 
The instantaneous change had been expected, f o r 
even i f the system retained momentarily i t s o r i g i n a l 
v i s c o s i t y or "structure" the v e l o c i t y gradient would 
change suddenly w i t h a sudden change i n the shear stress. 
An examination of t h i s change shows that neither the 
apparent v i s c o s i t y nor the value of the parameters 
' f o ' and 'm1 remains momentarily constant* Assuming the 
v a l i d i t y of the flow equation i t follows that a change from 
one value of shear stress to another i s accompanied by a 
sadden change i n both ' f e ' and 'm' and then a gradual 
relaxation i n these q u a n t i t i e s . This must be interpreted 
as a sudden change i n "structure" followed by a gradual one* 
The relaxation process i s thus seen to be very 
complicated. To describe i t at a l l we need two concepts; 
magnitude of t h i x o t r o p i c change - which can be considered 
as the change i n * f 0 ' and 'm' f o r a given change i n shear 
stress; and a relaxation time - which f o r curves combining 
an instantaneous change w i t h a slow relaxation i s d i f f i c u l t 
to define w i t h any accuracy. Since ' f * ' and ,m* both must 
be determined by the "structure" of the system they are not 
independent constants and the change i n e i t h e r of them can 
be taken to indicate the magnitude of the thixotro p i c 
change involved. Possibly d f 0 / d f or df^/dg would be a 
preferable " c o e f f i c i e n t of thixotropy" to the ' f Q ' 
suggested by Goodeve. 
The results obtained &o not give genuinely 
quantitative information about relaxation properties, but 
they give a olear i n d i c a t i o n of the v a r i a t i o n of t h i x o t r o p i c 
e f f e c t s with rate of shear (or shear stress) and w i t h con-
centration. 
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I t was found that at high rates of shear thixo-
tropio relaxation could not be detected and t h i s i s a t t r i -
buted to the very small changes I n magnitude of ' f o 1 and 
'm* i n t h i s range. As described i n section 6.31 thixotropic 
relaxation was often more pronounced at v e l o c i t y gradients 
less than that at the inner cylinder, t h i s being the only 
way to explain pronounced relaxation of the cylinder speed 
with n e g l i g i b l e relaxation of 'g^' observed i n some experi-
ments. Figure 26 i s a sketch showing the suggested r e l a t i o n 
between magnitude of thix o t r o p i c change and v e l o c i t y gradient. 
I f the relaxation time i s defined as the time taken to reach 
w i t h i n a given percentage of the equilibrium p o s i t i o n then 
figure 27 shows the behaviour found i n a number of experiments. 
Then Newtonian flow i s seen to be a p a r t i c u l a r case of t h i x o -
tropic flow when the magnitude of change i n the flow 
properties i s zero and the r e l a x a t i o n time i n f i n i t e ; 
instantaneously thixo t r o p i c false-bodied materials show 
large but very rapid changes i n t h e i r properties. 
I n order to compare th i x o t r o p i c properties between 
one material and another i t i s neoessary to specify the 
v e l o c i t y gradients at which the comparison i s to be made. 
This led to d i f f i c u l t i e s i n assessing the v a r i a t i o n of time-
dependent properties with temperature and concentration and 
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no experimental results are given f o r t h i s . However i t 
was observed that increases i n concentration increased the 
deviation from normal flow towards false-bodied properties 
and figures 28 and 29 show q u a l i t a t i v e l y the v a r i a t i o n i n 
magnitude and "relaxation time" with concentration. 
These diagrams show the faotors which determine 
the s u i t a b i l i t y of a material f o r a quantitative study of 
thixotropy. Both the concentration of the specimen and 
the range of v e l o c i t y gradients over which i t i s studied 
must be such that the magnitude and time-variation of 
changes i n the flow properties are susceptible to accurate 
measurement• 
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I t has been shown that the equilibrium properties 
of a thixotropic suspension can be measured with reasonable 
aoouraoy and that they are oompletely represented by a 
single consistency curve. from the observed variation i n 
these properties with temperature I t was deduced that, at 
any given velocity gradient, the shear stress i s given by 
the equation 
f =• to + mrjog, 17 
where 1 f ^ ' and "m1 are constant i n the temperatore range 
5 to 30 % and 1 rj0l i s the viscosity of the medium. She 
temperature dependent component of the shear stress, 
'm^g1, i s comparable to the viscous effect of a system 
of non-interacting particles; 'fo' is attributed to the 
effect of inter-particle forces. 
Both ( f 'o and 'm* vary with the velocity 
gradient 1 g', approaching li m i t i n g values when this i s 
large. At high velocity gradients, when ' f 0 ' and 'm1 
may be considered constant, equation 17 reduces to the 
familiar "Bingham" form. I t s deviation from this form 
I 
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at Ion velocity gradients may be explained qualitatively 
i n terms of a floeealation of tine particles. The extent 
of this floooulation, or i n more general terms the 
"structure" of the system, is seen to depend on the 
velocity gradient* since equation 17 describes the varia-
t i o n i n shear stress with temperature at constant velocity 
gradient (and not the, variation i n velocity gradient with 
temperature at constant shear stress)• This is i n agree-
ment with a suggestion made on theoretical grounds by 
Ooodeve (1939) that when flora occurs i n a system of 
particles the number of interactions between them i n unit 
time is proportional to the velocity gradient. I n i t s 
general form, with *fo* and lmI as parameters whose value 
depends on the velocity gradient, equation 17 represents 
the flow properties of the thixo tropic and instantaneously 
thixotropie false-bodied materials considered over the 
whole range of velocity gradients; i t i s also v a l i d f o r 
Kewtonian f l u i d s * Zt shows that the shear stress has 
two components, one proportional to the viscosity of the 
medium and the otiier Independent of temperature* An 
experiment has been suggested which would use these conclu-
sions to gain information on the nature of inter-particle 
forces from the measurement of consistency curves at large 
velocity gradients. 
Experimental results indicate thrt the relaxation 
process i s very complicated and that i t depends upon the 
range of velocity gradients (or shear stresses) considered. 
Corves are given showing the approximate relationship 
between time-dependent properties and velocity gradient* 
and also t h e i r variation with concentration* These 
indicate some of the considerations.involved i n designing 
experiments and seeking materials for farther work i n this 
f i e l d . 
These results were a l l obtained with suspensions 
of Titanium dioxide pigment i n o i l s and their application 
to the behaviour of t hi xo tropic materials i n general might 
be questioned. The s u i t a b i l i t y of the flow function, and 
of the curves describing thixotropio relaxation, i n con-
sidering the properties of other materials must be the 
subject of further experiment: The approximate results 
obtained earlier f o r Bentonite suspensions are very 
similar to those for the pigment-in-oll suspensions; 
including consistency curves of the same form and a 
similar variation i n thixotropio relaxation time with 
velocity gradient and with concentration. The Bentonite 
i n water a asp ens ions is ere of six to eight per cent 
concentration of Bentonite by mass; they were normally 
thixotropio bat shoved false bodied behaviour as v e i l * 
The Bentonite suspensions i n glycerine were of twenty and 
t h i r t y per oent by mass and had normal thixotropio proper-
ties without false-body. Eenoe Bentonite particles, with 
a plate-like structure differing greatly from Titanium 
dioxide pigments, give similar thixotropio properties when 
suspended i n various liquids. I t i s therefore legitimate 
to expeot that the results here given i n some detail f o r 
Titanium dioxide suspensions w i l l be found typloal of 
thixotropio behaviour. 
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Experimental results are presented graphically 
i n the body of the thesis and the numerical values from 
which these graphs were drawn are now given. 
I n these tables of results the quantities 
below have the dimensions noted: 
f shear stress dyne om 
g velocity gradient sec'' 
-z 
6 deflection 
R motor speed 
t time 
angular degrees 
revolutions 
per minute 
minutes 
HfDBX TO TABEBS. 
For figure 7 
10 
11 
18 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
19 - 81 
88 
83 
84 & 85 
see table I 
I I 
I I I 
IV 
V 
VI 
V I I 
V I H 
IX 
z 
XI 
X I I 
X I I I 
IABLB I Calibration carve for pen-recorder. 
(Figure 7) 
Motor 
speed 
fa) 
Reading on scale of recorder 
Scale 1 Scale £ Scale 3 
25 13.0 
50 8.3 16.0 
75 20.0 
188 17.7 39.5 
375 30.5 69.5 
500 39.0 89.5 
600 19.7 46.5 
800 26.3 61.5 
1000 33.0 77.0 
1500 49.6 
8000 66.5 
£500 83.5 
TABLE I I flow carves f o r sample T13 
(figure 10) 
( i ) h 10.0 em (11) h -- 4.0 < 
Q R 0 R 
110 855 37 55 
180 380 48 814 
130.5 430 58 300 
£19 1750 57.5 480 
841 8800 80 1000 
260*5 8630 98.5 1730 
107*5 8190 
119 8650 
( i l l ) She difference between these curves gives the 
curve f o r a true immersion of 6.0 em and that for 10.0 
em was calculated. She discrepancy between this and 
the curve already given for a measured 10.0 em Immersion 
i s 'AO1 and i s shown to be proportional to 'O,^' . 
(Cent •) 
J 
f 80 
R 0* O'/o Me 1 A.o/a;.x 10 
800 104 46 98 9 1.0 
600 146 66 133 13 0.98 
1000 176 80 160 16 1.00 
1400 201 91 183 18 0.98 
1600 888 101 808 80 0.99 
£200 841 110 818 83 1.05 
She last column gives the end correction, which was 
taken as 1*0 ±0.1 cm. 
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IABIE I I I Equilibrium 
T13 
(Figure 11) 
JL. dR/d© 
100 831 6.2 
140 384 10.7 
180 417 15.0 
200 463 17.8 
880 510 19.5 
840 556 81.4 
consistency curve for sample 
28dB/dQ go-g^ gt. 
1840 0.99 0.08? 
3000 8.40 
5400 4*38 
7180 5*70 0.04 
8580 7.07 
10878 8.82 0.10 
For th i s calculation ' h* was taken as the 
corrected value of 11.0 cm, hemoe f^a 85.44 O/h). 
The correction for was very small and was neglected. 
She errors i n (go. - g J decrease as 'e1 increase, being 
5$ for 6 = 100, 4$ for 0 = 140, then 3$. 
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TABLE V Variation i n viscosity of medium with 
temperature ' 
(Figure 13) 
Temp. rj0 logy 0 
°C poise 
4.2 15*8 1.20 
5.8 14.8 1.17 
18.5 9.20 0.964 
18.7 6.38 0*801 
85.8 4*39 0*648 
86.1 4.17 0*680 
29.8 3*43 0*535 
89*9 3*41 0*533 
TABLE VI Variation i n equilibrium properties with 
eoneentration • 
(figure 14) 
Values of shear stress shown against velocity gradient 
and concentration 
Concentration (proportion by volume) 
of pigment. 
0.25 0*30 0.35 
Tel 1 65 146 260 
gr^ad 2 104 237 448 
'g1 3 135 302 595 
4 158 347 718 
5 178 384 624 
The shear stress of the medium alone 
(concentration thus zero) rises linearly to 22.25 
dyne em"2" at g ^  5. 
TABLE Y I I Relaxation carves for sample T14 
(Figure 15) 
Values of velocity gradient shown against shear stress 
and time 
Shear stress, f 
Time 168 803 253 316 
1 2.06 8.66 4.48 
8 1.96 8.73 4.44 
5 1*88 8.68 4.84 
10 1.90 8.57 4.33 
30 1.91 8.60 4.84 
60 1.89 8.59 4.26 
Equilibrium 1.88 8.60 4.28 
1 8.87 3.80 6 4O8 
8 8.31 3.96 6.19 
5 2.41 3.97 6.88 
10 2.42 4.11 6.17 
30 8*48 4.21 4.19 
60 . 2.62 4.28 -
Equilibrium 2.57 4.87 6.14 
Probable errors i n ' g' 
7 6 5 4 per cent 
SABLE V I I I Relaxation curves f o r sample T14 
(Figure 16) 
Values of velocity gradient shown against shear stress 
and time 
lime Shear stress, f 
306 387 846 868 
2 1.68 1.87 1.08 1.34 
5 1.81 2.08 1.06 1.84 
10 1.86 2,12 1.03 1.81 
15 1.98 8.80 1.08 1.21 
80 1.94 8.85 1.00 1.18 
30 1.96 8.87 0.98 1.12 
Eauilibrium 8.04 8 .28 0.86 1.04 
Errors H 4 5 5 
per cent 
TABES I X V a r i a t i o n i n shear s t r ess a t constant 
(Vigors 18) v e l o c i t y g r a d i e n t as medium v i s c o s i t y 
changes w i t h tempera ture . 
Values o f shear s t r e s s shown agains t v e l o c i t y g r ad i en t 
and medium v i s c o s i t y . 
15.0 11.0 8.0 5.8 4.45 3.40 
Values 0 .5 156 180 106 97 83 78 
o f 1 890 814 180 170 146 130 
6 ,5 397 895 248 880 195 178 
a 366 305 868 837 807 
•5 - - 355 20300 878 838 
3 - - 397 335 308 864 
.5 - - - 366 386 890 
4 - - - 396 348 306 
.5 - •- - 484 366 383 
5 — _ — 384 339 
68 
TABLE X V a r i a t i o n o f , f © , l 'm* and , f l and ' i i ^ g 1 
w i t h ' g ' • 
(F igures 1 9 - 2 1 ) 
* £ ' , ' f 0 ' and 'm^g' are i n dyne om~*- and 'm* i s a pare 
number. 
- JS- U m f 
0 . 5 5 0 1 4 , 8 3 1 . 6 8 3 
1 . 0 9 0 I S . 4 5 5 1 4 6 
. 5 1 1 7 1 1 . 8 7 9 1 9 5 
2 . 0 1 3 7 1 0 . 5 9 3 8 3 7 
. 5 1 5 0 1 0 . 8 1 1 4 8 7 8 
3 . 0 1 6 4 9 . 7 1 3 0 3 0 8 
. 5 1 6 5 8 . 8 1 3 7 3 8 6 
4 . 0 1 8 3 9 . 8 1 6 4 3 4 8 
• 5 8 0 0 8 . 1 1 6 1 3 6 6 
5 . 0 1 9 5 8 . 4 1 8 7 3 8 4 
f 
IABEB X I Ana lys i s o f Bae's r e s u l t s , as Table X . 
(F igure 22) 
m mfog f 
0 .0 70 - 0 70 
0 .5 78 15.6 14 92 
1.0 83 13,6 24 107 
2 95 10.7 37 132 
3 100 9*9 52 152 
4 101 9.8 67 168 
5 107 9.0 78 185 
6 112 8.5 89 201 
i 
TABLE X I I Change i n s lope o f e q u i l i b r i u m curves 
(F igure 23) w i th , v e l o c i t y g r a d i e n t a t d i f f e r e n t 
concent ra t ions • 
Values o f ' d f / d g * shown aga ins t v e l o c i t y g r a d i e n t and 
ooneen t r a t i on* 
Concen t ra t ion 
V e l 0*85 0 .30 0*35 
grad 0 .5 77 146 868 
S 1 59 106 818 
8 35 76 167 
3 86 56 135 
4 88 38 
* 
118 
5 19? 38 100 
n 
TABES X I I I The dependence o f ' f o ' and ' i ' on 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n 
(Figures 84 & 85) 
Oono m f o 
0.35 3.8 90 
0*30 6*7 190 
0*35 19*6 386 
0 .00 i . o O 
F I G U R E 5 0 
SeCTlON I N VEI2TICAU PLANE 
t r e O R U C M S 
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MSASUHIflfr TBE SRADIMT Qg A CURVE 
As descr ibed i n S e c t i o n 4 . 4 i t was necessary 
to measure aoeara te ly the g rad i en t a t d i f f e r e n t p o i n t s 
on a curve drawn through seve ra l values o f ' 6 ' and " R 1 . 
The a l ignment o f a s t r a i g h t edge t a n g e n t i a l l y t o the 
carve was found on i n s p e c t i o n to g i v e a l a rge random 
e r r o r and a more accurate method was sought . 
The method e v e n t u a l l y ohosen employed a 
r i g h t - a n g l e d p r i s m . This r e s t ed on the curve 
( f i g u r e 39) w i t h the face oppos i te the r i g h t - a n g l e d 
edge uppermost, sou t h a t the v e r t i c a l f a ce acted as a 
m i r r o r . Viewed f r o m above the p o r t i o n o f the carve 
on which the p r i s m r e s t e d was seen t w i c e , once d i r e c t l y 
through the lower face o f the p r i s m and once r e f l e c t e d 
i n the v e r t i c a l f ace • I f the edge o f the p r i s m was 
normal t o the curve the tno images met a t the edge 
i n one smooth l i n e ; i f the p r i s m was at an angle V f 
t o the normal the o b j e c t and image carves d i f f e r e d by 
an angle ' 2 « T a t t h e r e f l e c t i n g s u r f a c e . 
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I n o rder to measure the g r a d i e n t a t a g i v e n 
p o i n t on the ourve the p r i s m was plaoed w i t h the 
v e r t i o a l su r face above the p o i n t and i t s edge a p p r o x i -
mately normal t o the cu rve . I t was r o t a t e d s l o w l y 
u n t i l the d i r e c t and r e f l e c t e d Images o f the curve 
appeared t o j o i n I n one smooth l i n e , the edge o f the 
p r i s m then was normal t o the ourve a t the s e l ec t ed 
p o i n t . The s lope o f the normal was measured and the 
g r ad i en t c a l c u l a t e d . 
The aoouraoy o f measurement w i t h t h i s device 
was t e s t e d by us ing i t t o determine the s lope o f a l i n e 
drawn a t about 45 degrees to the two axes. The r e s u l t 
f o r t h i r t y readings was 0.987 t 0.008 f o r the va lue o f 
the tangent , the r o o t mean square d e v i a t i o n o f i n d i v i -
dual readings being 0 . 0 1 . Hence i n any one read ing 
the va lue o f the tangent was ob ta ined w i t h a probable 
e r r o r o f one per cen t , a b e t t e r accuracy than t h a t 
w i t h which the ( 0 , B) curves could be drawn. 
Two m o d i f i c a t i o n s were t e s t e d f o r accuracy 
I n the way described above. I n one a lens was mounted 
above the p r i s m and the ourve and i t s r e f l e c t e d image 
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viewed through t h i s * She lens gave a l i n e a r ba t no t 
an angular m a g n i f i c a t i o n and, as would be expected, the 
s t a t i s t i c a l accuracy was the same as f o r o r d i n a r y v i s i o n . 
However e y e s t r a i n was decreased and t h i s a d a p t a t i o n was 
used i n p r a c t i c e . I n the o t h e r m o d i f i c a t i o n , a l o n g -
focus microscope mas used i n place o f the l e n s ; w i t h 
t h i s the f i e l d o f view was g r e a t l y r e s t r i c t e d and i t 
was found t h a t the accuracy was decreased. 
A P P E N D I X 3 
Much c o n f u s i o n has a r i s e n i n rheology due to 
inadequate d e f i n i t i o n o f the terms used. The d e f i n i -
t i o n s taken as a bas is i n t h i s t h e s i s are i n accord 
w i t h most c u r r e n t European usage. 
Anomalous f l o w : 
Any d e v i a t i o n f r o m normal f l o w - except t h a t t u r b u l -
ence a t h i g h r a t e s o f shear i s sometimes regarded as 
a "normal" p r o p e r t y . 
Apparent v i s c o s i t y : 
She r a t i o o f shear s t r e s s t o r a t e o f shear s t r a i n i n 
an element o f f l u i d . 
Breakdown: 
T h i s ) t r o p i c breakdown i s sa id to occur when the 
apparent v i s c o s i t y decreases, t h a t i s the m a t e r i a l 
" t h i n s " . I f the v i s c o s i t y changes are a t t r i b u t e d 
t o " s t r u c t u r e " i n the system " t h i n n i n g " would 
I n v o l v e the breakdown o f t h i s s t r u c t u r e . 
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B u i l d - u p : 
She opposi te prooess t o breakdown; i n t h i s the 
m a t e r i a l " t h i c k e n s " . 
f a l s e - b o d y : 
She absenoe o f f l o w a t s m a l l shear s t r e s ses ; hence 
behaviour l i k e a s o l i d body i n t h i s r e g i o n . 
Instantaneous t h i x o t r o p y : 
A s p e c i a l case o f t h i x e t r o p y i n wh ich there are 
Instantaneous r e v e r s i b l e changes i n v i s c o s i t y w i t h 
changing shear s t r e s s . 
Normal f l o w : 
Flow i n wh ich the v e l o c i t y g r ad i en t i s p r o p o r t i o n a l 
t o the imposed shear s t r e s s . 
Rheology: 
She science o f the de fo rma t ion and f l o w o f m a t t e r . 
T h i x o t r o p y : 
An i s o t h e r m a l r e v e r s i b l e decrease o f v i s c o s i t y w i t h 
increase o f r a t e o f shear i n v o l v i n g r e l a x a t i o n t ime 
o f breakdown (henoe also an increase o f v i s c o s i t y 
w i t h decrease o f r a t e o f shear i n v o l v i n g a r e l a x a t i o n 
t ime o f b u i l d - u p ) , ( f o l l o w i n g Goodeve, 1939). 
V i s c o a l t y s 
Sk i s i s used i n the above d e f i n i t i o n s i n the sense 
Of "Apparent v i s c o s i t y " • 
A P P E N D I X 4 
LIST Off SYMBOIS U3ED 
Symbols o f f r e q u e n t occurrence i n the t h e s i s 
are l i s t e d here f o r convenience. 
genera l usage: 
o c o n c e n t r a t i o n 
f shear s t r e s s 
g v e l o c i t y g r a d i e n t 
t t ime 
v i s c o s i t y o r apparent v i s c o s i t y 
f 0 ( equa t ion 17) a temperature independent c o n t r i -
b u t i o n t o shear s t r e s s 
m (equa t ion 17) a parameter de te rmin ing the 
temperature dependent c o n t r i b u t i o n to 
shear s t r e s s 
v ( equa t ion 17} the v i s c o s i t y o f the medium alone 
R o t a t i n g c y l i n d e r v i scomete r : 
a r a d i u s o f i n n e r o y l i n d e r 
b r ad ios o f ou te r o y l i n d e r 
o t o r s i o n constant o f w i r e 
h depth o f immersion o f the i n n e r c y l i n d e r 
r r ad ius o f an "element" o f l i q u i d i n the cup 
G couple a c t i n g 
B speed o f the d r i v i n g motor 
e angular d e f i e o t i o n o f the inner c y l i n d e r 
W angular v e l o c i t y o f the ou te r c y l i n d e r 
dw angular v e l o c i t y across an element o f l i q u i d 
dW d i f f e r e n c e i n *W i n two experiments w i t h 
couples d i f f e r i n g by ' d C 
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